MEMORANDUM

DATE:

May 14, 2004

TO:

Judge David F. Levi, Chair
Standing Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure

FROM:

Judge Samuel A. Alito, Jr., Chair
Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules

RE:

Report of Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules

I. Introduction
The Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules met on April 13 and 14, 2004, in
Washington, D.C. The Committee approved all of the proposed amendments that had been
published for comment in August 2003, including the controversial rule regarding the citation of
unpublished opinions. The Committee also removed three items from the Committee’s study
agenda, tentatively approved one item for publication, and, at the request of the E-Government
Subcommittee, discussed a draft rule intended to protect private information in court filings.
Detailed information about the Advisory Committee’s activities can be found in the
minutes of the April meeting and in the Committee’s study agenda, both of which are attached to
this report.

II. Action Items
Several proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure (“FRAP”)
were published for comment in August 2003.
The comments received by the Advisory Committee were unusual in several respects.
First, we received an extraordinarily large number of comments: 513 written comments were
submitted, and 15 witnesses testified at a public hearing on April 13. By contrast, a much more
extensive set of proposed amendments published in August 2000 attracted 20 written comments
and no requests to testify. Second, the overwhelming majority of the comments — about 95
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percent — pertained only to proposed Rule 32.1 (regarding the citing of unpublished opinions).
Third, most of the comments on Rule 32.1 came from one circuit. About 75 percent of all
comments (pro and con) regarding Rule 32.1 — and about 80 percent of the comments opposing
Rule 32.1 — came from judges, clerks, lawyers, and others who work or formerly worked in the
Ninth Circuit. Fourth, the vast majority of the comments on Rule 32.1 — about 90 percent —
opposed adopting the rule. Finally, the comments regarding Rule 32.1 were extremely
repetitive. Many repeated — word-for-word — the same basic “talking points” distributed by
opponents of the rule, and many letters were identical or nearly identical copies of each other.
Because of the unusual nature of the public comments, I will report on them somewhat
differently than we have reported on public comments in the past. With respect to every
proposed rule except Rule 32.1, I will provide the following: (1) a brief introduction; (2) the text
of the proposed amendment and Committee Note, as approved by the Committee; (3) a
description of the changes made after publication and comments; and (4) a summary of each of
the public comments. With respect to proposed Rule 32.1, I will provide the same information,
except that I will not individually summarize each of the 513 written comments and each of the
15 statements given at the public hearing. Instead, I will summarize the major arguments made
for and against adopting Rule 32.1, and then I will identify all those who supported or opposed
the rule.
As I noted, the Advisory Committee approved all of the proposed amendments for
submission to the Standing Committee. Modifications were made to most of the proposed
amendments and Committee Notes, but, in the Committee’s view, none of the modifications is
substantial enough to require republication.
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A. Rule 4(a)(6)
1. Introduction
Rule 4(a)(6) provides a safe harbor for litigants who fail to bring timely appeals because
they do not receive notice of the entry of judgments against them. A district court is authorized
to reopen the time to appeal a judgment if the district court finds that several conditions have
been satisfied, including that the appellant did not receive notice of the entry of the judgment
within 21 days and that the appellant moved to reopen the time to appeal within 7 days after
learning of the judgment’s entry. The Committee proposes to amend Rule 4(a)(6) to clarify what
type of notice must be absent before an appellant is eligible to move to reopen the time to appeal
and to resolve a four-way circuit split over what type of notice triggers the 7-day period to bring
such a motion.
2. Text of Proposed Amendment and Committee Note
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL
RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE*
Rule 4. Appeal as of Right — When Taken
1

(a) Appeal in a Civil Case.

2

*****

3

(6) Reopening the Time to File an Appeal. The district

4

court may reopen the time to file an appeal for a

5

period of 14 days after the date when its order to

*

New material is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined through.
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6

reopen is entered, but only if all the following

7

conditions are satisfied:

8

(A) the court finds that the moving party did not

9

receive notice under Federal Rule of Civil

10

Procedure 77(d) of the entry of the judgment or

11

order sought to be appealed within 21 days after

12

entry;

13

(B) the motion is filed within 180 days after the

14

judgment or order is entered or within 7 days

15

after the moving party receives notice under

16

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 77(d) of the

17

entry, whichever is earlier;

18

(B) the court finds that the moving party was

19

entitled to notice of the entry of the judgment or

20

order sought to be appealed but did not receive

21

the notice from the district court or any party

22

within 21 days after entry; and
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23
24

(C) the court finds that no party would be

25

prejudiced.
*****
Committee Note
Rule 4(a)(6) has permitted a district court to reopen the time
to appeal a judgment or order upon finding that four conditions were
satisfied. First, the district court had to find that the appellant did not
receive notice of the entry of the judgment or order from the district
court or any party within 21 days after the judgment or order was
entered. Second, the district court had to find that the appellant
moved to reopen the time to appeal within 7 days after the appellant
received notice of the entry of the judgment or order. Third, the
district court had to find that the appellant moved to reopen the time
to appeal within 180 days after the judgment or order was entered.
Finally, the district court had to find that no party would be
prejudiced by the reopening of the time to appeal.
Rule 4(a)(6) has been amended to specify more clearly what
type of “notice” of the entry of a judgment or order precludes a party
from later moving to reopen the time to appeal. In addition, Rule
4(a)(6) has been amended to address confusion about what type of
“notice” triggers the 7-day period to bring a motion to reopen.
Finally, Rule 4(a)(6) has been reorganized to set forth more logically
the conditions that must be met before a district court may reopen the
time to appeal.
Subdivision (a)(6)(A). Former subdivision (a)(6)(B) has
been redesignated as subdivision (a)(6)(A), and one substantive
change has been made. As amended, the subdivision will preclude
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a party from moving to reopen the time to appeal a judgment or order
only if the party receives (within 21 days) formal notice of the entry
of that judgment or order under Civil Rule 77(d). No other type of
notice will preclude a party.
The reasons for this change take some explanation. Prior to
1998, former subdivision (a)(6)(B) permitted a district court to
reopen the time to appeal if it found “that a party entitled to notice of
the entry of a judgment or order did not receive such notice from the
clerk or any party within 21 days of its entry.” The rule was clear
that the “notice” to which it referred was the notice required under
Civil Rule 77(d), which must be served by the clerk pursuant to Civil
Rule 5(b) and may also be served by a party pursuant to that same
rule. In other words, prior to 1998, former subdivision (a)(6)(B) was
clear that, if a party did not receive formal notice of the entry of a
judgment or order under Civil Rule 77(d), that party could later move
to reopen the time to appeal (assuming that the other requirements of
subdivision (a)(6) were met).
In 1998, former subdivision (a)(6)(B) was amended to change
the description of the type of notice that would preclude a party from
moving to reopen. As a result of the amendment, former subdivision
(a)(6)(B) no longer referred to the failure of the moving party to
receive “such notice” — that is, the notice required by Civil Rule
77(d) — but instead referred to the failure of the moving party to
receive “the notice.” And former subdivision (a)(6)(B) no longer
referred to the failure of the moving party to receive notice from “the
clerk or any party,” both of whom are explicitly mentioned in Civil
Rule 77(d). Rather, former subdivision (a)(6)(B) referred to the
failure of the moving party to receive notice from “the district court
or any party.”
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The 1998 amendment meant, then, that the type of notice that
precluded a party from moving to reopen the time to appeal was no
longer limited to Civil Rule 77(d) notice. Under the 1998
amendment, some type of notice, in addition to Civil Rule 77(d)
notice, precluded a party. But the text of the amended rule did not
make clear what type of notice qualified. This was an invitation for
litigation, confusion, and possible circuit splits.
To avoid such problems, former subdivision (a)(6)(B) — new
subdivision (a)(6)(A) — has been amended to restore its pre-1998
simplicity. Under new subdivision (a)(6)(A), if the court finds that
the moving party was not notified under Civil Rule 77(d) of the entry
of the judgment or order that the party seeks to appeal within 21 days
after that judgment or order was entered, then the court is authorized
to reopen the time to appeal (if all of the other requirements of
subdivision (a)(6) are met). Because Civil Rule 77(d) requires that
notice of the entry of a judgment or order be formally served under
Civil Rule 5(b), any notice that is not so served will not operate to
preclude the reopening of the time to appeal under new subdivision
(a)(6)(A).
Subdivision (a)(6)(B). Former subdivision (a)(6)(A) required
a party to move to reopen the time to appeal “within 7 days after the
moving party receives notice of the entry [of the judgment or order
sought to be appealed].” Former subdivision (a)(6)(A) has been
redesignated as subdivision (a)(6)(B), and one important substantive
change has been made: The subdivision now makes clear that only
formal notice of the entry of a judgment or order under Civil Rule
77(d) will trigger the 7-day period to move to reopen the time to
appeal.
The circuits have been split over what type of “notice” is
sufficient to trigger the 7-day period. The majority of circuits that
addressed the question held that only written notice was sufficient,
although nothing in the text of the rule suggested such a limitation.
See, e.g., Bass v. United States Dep’t of Agric., 211 F.3d 959, 963
(5th Cir. 2000). By contrast, the Ninth Circuit held that while former
subdivision (a)(6)(A) did not require written notice, “the quality of
the communication [had to] rise to the functional equivalent of
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written notice.” Nguyen v. Southwest Leasing & Rental, Inc., 282
F.3d 1061, 1066 (9th Cir. 2002). Other circuits suggested in dicta
that former subdivision (a)(6)(A) required only “actual notice,”
which, presumably, could have included oral notice that was not “the
functional equivalent of written notice.” See, e.g., Lowry v.
McDonnell Douglas Corp., 211 F.3d 457, 464 (8th Cir. 2000). And
still other circuits read into former subdivision (a)(6)(A) restrictions
that appeared only in former subdivision (a)(6)(B) (such as the
requirement that notice be received “from the district court or any
party,” see Benavides v. Bureau of Prisons, 79 F.3d 1211, 1214 (D.C.
Cir. 1996)) or that appeared in neither former subdivision (a)(6)(A)
nor former subdivision (a)(6)(B) (such as the requirement that notice
be served in the manner prescribed by Civil Rule 5, see Ryan v. First
Unum Life Ins. Co., 174 F.3d 302, 304-05 (2d Cir. 1999)).
Former subdivision (a)(6)(A) — new subdivision (a)(6)(B) —
has been amended to resolve this circuit split by providing that only
formal notice of the entry of a judgment or order under Civil Rule
77(d) will trigger the 7-day period. Using Civil Rule 77(d) notice as
the trigger has two advantages: First, because Civil Rule 77(d) is
clear and familiar, circuit splits are unlikely to develop over its
meaning. Second, because Civil Rule 77(d) notice must be served
under Civil Rule 5(b), establishing whether and when such notice
was provided should generally not be difficult.
Using Civil Rule 77(d) notice to trigger the 7-day period will
not unduly delay appellate proceedings. Rule 4(a)(6) applies to only
a small number of cases — cases in which a party was not notified of
a judgment or order by either the clerk or another party within 21
days after entry. Even with respect to those cases, an appeal cannot
be brought more than 180 days after entry, no matter what the
circumstances. In addition, Civil Rule 77(d) permits parties to serve
notice of the entry of a judgment or order. The winning party can
prevent Rule 4(a)(6) from even coming into play simply by serving
notice of entry within 21 days. Failing that, the winning party can
always trigger the 7-day deadline to move to reopen by serving
belated notice.
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3. Changes Made After Publication and Comments
No change was made to the text of subdivision (A) —
regarding the type of notice that precludes a party from later moving
to reopen the time to appeal — and only minor stylistic changes were
made to the Committee Note to subdivision (A).
A substantial change was made to subdivision (B) —
regarding the type of notice that triggers the 7-day deadline for
moving to reopen the time to appeal. Under the published version of
subdivision (B), the 7-day deadline would have been triggered when
“the moving party receives or observes written notice of the entry
from any source.” The Committee was attempting to implement an
“eyes/ears” distinction: The 7-day period was triggered when a party
learned of the entry of a judgment or order by reading about it
(whether on a piece of paper or a computer screen), but was not
triggered when a party merely heard about it.
Above all else, subdivision (B) should be clear and easy to
apply; it should neither risk opening another circuit split over its
meaning nor create the need for a lot of factfinding by district courts.
After considering the public comments — and, in particular, the
comments of two committees of the California bar — the Committee
decided that subdivision (B) could do better on both counts. The
published standard — “receives or observes written notice of the
entry from any source” — was awkward and, despite the guidance of
the Committee Note, was likely to give courts problems. Even if the
standard had proved to be sufficiently clear, district courts would still
have been left to make factual findings about whether a particular
attorney or party “received” or “observed” notice that was written or
electronic.
The Committee concluded that the solution suggested by the
California bar — using Civil Rule 77(d) notice to trigger the 7-day
period — made a lot of sense. The standard is clear; no one doubts
what it means to be served with notice of the entry of judgment under
Civil Rule 77(d). The standard is also unlikely to give rise to many
factual disputes. Civil Rule 77(d) notice must be formally served
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under Civil Rule 5(b), so establishing the presence or absence of such
notice should be relatively easy. And, for the reasons described in
the Committee Note, using Civil Rule 77(d) as the trigger will not
unduly delay appellate proceedings.
For these reasons, the Committee amended subdivision (B) so
that the 7-day deadline will be triggered only by notice of the entry
of a judgment or order that is served under Civil Rule 77(d).
(Corresponding changes were made to the Committee Note.) The
Committee does not believe that the amendment needs to be
published again for comment, as the issue of what type of notice
should trigger the 7-day deadline has already been addressed by
commentators, the revised version of subdivision (B) is far more
forgiving than the published version, and it is highly unlikely that the
revised version will be found ambiguous in any respect.
4. Summary of Public Comments
David J. Weimer, Esq. (03-AP-005) supports the proposed
amendment.
Prof. Philip A. Pucillo of Ave Maria School of Law (03-AP007) points out that subdivisions (A) and (C) begin with “the court
finds,” whereas subdivision (B) does not. He wonders whether there
is a reason for this, such as an attempt to “emphasiz[e] that the
determinations to be made in subsections (A) and (C) are factual
findings subject to ‘clearly erroneous’ review, while the subsection
(B) determination is a different creature.” If no such reason exists,
he recommends deleting “the court finds” in subdivisions (A) and (C)
“as extraneous and potentially confusing.”
The Public Citizen Litigation Group (03-AP-008) supports
the proposed amendment.
Jack E. Horsley, Esq. (03-AP-011) supports the proposed
amendment.
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Philip Allen Lacovara, Esq. (03-AP-016) supports the
substance of the proposed amendment, but regards the use of the term
“observes” in subdivision (B) as “clumsy and obscure.” He suggests
substituting “obtains” or “acquires.” He points out that the
Committee Note would make clear the full scope of either term.
Robert Bstart (03-AP-071), a litigant whose appeal in a civil
case was dismissed as untimely, recommends that Rule 4 be amended
to apply a rule similar to the “prison mailbox rule” of Rule 4(c) to
civil litigants who are not incarcerated.
The Appellate Courts Committee of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association (03-AP-201) supports the proposed
amendment. It agrees that the deadline to move to reopen the time to
appeal should be triggered only by written notice, and that
“[e]xtending written notice to observation on the Internet is certainly
appropriate.”
The Committee on Appellate Courts of the State Bar of
California (03-AP-319) supports proposed subdivision (A), which
it believes helpfully clarifies that only formal notice of the entry of
judgment under Civil Rule 77(d) forecloses a party from later moving
to reopen the time to appeal. The Committee objects to proposed
subdivision (B), though, both because it is unclear about what type
of event triggers the 7-day deadline and because it is likely to lead to
litigation over whether such an event occurred (for example, over
whether an attorney who checked a docket actually “observed” that
judgment had been entered). The Committee urges that subdivision
(B) be revised so that only Civil Rule 77(d) notice triggers the 7-day
deadline.
The Committee on Federal Courts of the State Bar of
California (03-AP-393) agrees with the Committee on Appellate
Courts.
The Style Subcommittee (04-AP-A) makes no suggestions.
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B.

Washington’s Birthday Package: Rules 26(a)(4) and
45(a)(2)
1. Introduction

During the 1998 restyling of the Appellate Rules, the
phrase “Washington’s Birthday” was replaced with “Presidents’
Day.” The Advisory Committee concluded that this was a
mistake. A federal statute — 5 U.S.C. § 6103(a) — officially
designates the third Monday in February as “Washington’s
Birthday,” and the other rules of practice and procedure —
including the newly restyled Criminal Rules — use “Washington’s
Birthday.” The Committee proposes to amend Rules 26(a)(4) and
45(a)(2) to replace “Presidents’ Day” with “Washington’s
Birthday.”
2. Text of Proposed Amendments and Committee
Notes
Rule 26. Computing and Extending Time
1

(a) Computing Time. The following rules apply in

2

computing any period of time specified in these rules or

3

in any local rule, court order, or applicable statute:

4

*****

5

(4) As used in this rule, “legal holiday” means New

6

Year’s Day, Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Birthday,
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7

Presidents’ Day Washington’s Birthday, Memorial

8

Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day,

9

Veterans’ Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day,

10

and any other day declared a holiday by the President,

11

Congress, or the state in which is located either the

12

district court that rendered the challenged judgment or

13

order, or the circuit clerk’s principal office.

14

*****
Committee Note
Subdivision (a)(4). Rule 26(a)(4) has been amended to refer
to the third Monday in February as “Washington’s Birthday.” A
federal statute officially designates the holiday as “Washington’s
Birthday,” reflecting the desire of Congress specially to honor the
first president of the United States. See 5 U.S.C. § 6103(a). During
the 1998 restyling of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure,
references to “Washington’s Birthday” were mistakenly changed to
“Presidents’ Day.” The amendment corrects that error.
_____________________________________________________
Rule 45. Clerk’s Duties

1
2

(a) General Provisions.
*****
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3

(2) When Court Is Open. The court of appeals is

4

always open for filing any paper, issuing and

5

returning process, making a motion, and entering an

6

order. The clerk’s office with the clerk or a deputy in

7

attendance must be open during business hours on all

8

days except Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays.

9

A court may provide by local rule or by order that the

10

clerk’s office be open for specified hours on

11

Saturdays or on legal holidays other than New Year’s

12

Day, Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Birthday, Presidents’

13

Day

14

Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day,

15

Veterans’ Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas

16

Day.

17

Washington’s

Birthday,

Memorial

Day,

*****
Committee Note
Subdivision (a)(2). Rule 45(a)(2) has been amended to
refer to the third Monday in February as “Washington’s Birthday.”
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A federal statute officially designates the holiday as
“Washington’s Birthday,” reflecting the desire of Congress
specially to honor the first president of the United States. See 5
U.S.C. § 6103(a). During the 1998 restyling of the Federal Rules
of Appellate Procedure, references to “Washington’s Birthday”
were mistakenly changed to “Presidents’ Day.” The amendment
corrects that error.

3. Changes Made After Publication and Comments
No changes were made to the text of the proposed
amendment or to the Committee Note.
4. Summary of Public Comments
David J. Weimer, Esq. (03-AP-005) supports the
proposed amendments.
The Public Citizen Litigation Group (03-AP-008)
supports the proposed amendments.
The Committee on Federal Courts of the State Bar of
California (03-AP-393) supports the proposed amendments.
The Style Subcommittee (04-AP-A) makes no
suggestions.
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C.

New Rule 27(d)(1)(E)
1. Introduction

The Committee proposes to add a new subdivision (E) to Rule
27(d)(1) to make it clear that the typeface requirements of Rule
32(a)(5) and the type-style requirements of Rule 32(a)(6) apply to
motion papers. Applying these restrictions to motion papers is
necessary to prevent abuses — such as litigants using very small
typeface to cram as many words as possible into the pages that they
are allotted.
2. Text of Proposed Amendment and Committee Note
Rule 27. Motions
1

*****

2

(d) Form of Papers; Page Limits; and Number of Copies.

3

(1) Format.

4

(A) Reproduction. A motion, response, or reply

5

may be reproduced by any process that yields a

6

clear black image on light paper. The paper

7

must be opaque and unglazed. Only one side of

8

the paper may be used.
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9

(B) Cover. A cover is not required, but there must

10

be a caption that includes the case number, the

11

name of the court, the title of the case, and a

12

brief descriptive title indicating the purpose of

13

the motion and identifying the party or parties

14

for whom it is filed. If a cover is used, it must

15

be white.

16

(C) Binding. The document must be bound in any

17

manner that is secure, does not obscure the text,

18

and permits the document to lie reasonably flat

19

when open.

20

(D) Paper size, line spacing, and margins. The

21

document must be on 8½ by 11 inch paper. The

22

text must be double-spaced, but quotations more

23

than two lines long may be indented and single-

24

spaced. Headings and footnotes may be single-

25

spaced. Margins must be at least one inch on all
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26

four sides. Page numbers may be placed in the

27

margins, but no text may appear there.

28

(E) Typeface and type styles. The document must

29

comply with the typeface requirements of Rule

30

32(a)(5) and the type-style requirements of Rule

31

32(a)(6).

32

*****
Committee Note
Subdivision (d)(1)(E). A new subdivision (E) has been
added to Rule 27(d)(1) to provide that a motion, a response to a
motion, and a reply to a response to a motion must comply with the
typeface requirements of Rule 32(a)(5) and the type-style
requirements of Rule 32(a)(6). The purpose of the amendment is to
promote uniformity in federal appellate practice and to prevent the
abuses that might occur if no restrictions were placed on the size of
typeface used in motion papers.

3. Changes Made After Publication and Comments
No changes were made to the text of the proposed amendment
or to the Committee Note.
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4. Summary of Public Comments
David J. Weimer, Esq. (03-AP-005) supports the proposed
amendment.
The Public Citizen Litigation Group (03-AP-008) supports
the proposed amendment, but “only if the current page limits of Rule
27(d)(2) . . . are revised” — either to increase the number of pages (to
24 pages for motions and 12 pages for replies) or to express the limits
in words instead of pages (5600 words for motions and 2800 words
for replies). Public Citizen points out that most circuits now allow
motions to be filed in 12- or even 11-point proportional font. Thus,
the proposed amendment will substantially reduce the content of
motion papers in most circuits. Increasing the page limits (or stating
them in words, as Public Citizen would prefer) would compensate for
this reduction and is justified by the fact that some motions —
particularly dispositive motions — can be quite complex and require
considerable briefing.
Matthew J. Sanders, Esq. (03-AP-122) supports the
proposed amendment and recommends that the Committee go further
and amend Rule 27 so that it imposes word limits, rather than page
limits, on motions. He believes that the benefits of imposing word
limits on briefs — “instead of worrying about altering paragraphs,
headings, and sentence structure to meet a page limit, lawyers could
spend more time on the substance of their work and simply follow a
word limit” — would “apply equally to motions.”
The Appellate Courts Committee of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association (03-AP-201) supports the proposed
amendment.
The Committee on Federal Courts of the State Bar of
California (03-AP-393) supports the proposed amendment.
-19-

The Style Subcommittee (04-AP-A) makes no suggestions.
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D.

Cross-Appeals Package: Rules 28(c) and 28(h), new Rule
28.1, and Rules 32(a)(7)(C) and 34(d)
1. Introduction

The Appellate Rules say very little about briefing in cases
involving cross-appeals. This omission has been a continuing source
of frustration for judges and attorneys, and most courts have filled the
vacuum by enacting local rules regarding such matters as the number
and length of briefs, the colors of the covers of briefs, and the
deadlines for serving and filing briefs. Not surprisingly, there are
many inconsistencies among these local rules.
The Committee proposes to add a new Rule 28.1 that will
collect in one place the few existing provisions regarding briefing in
cases involving cross-appeals and add several new provisions to fill
the gaps in the existing rules. Each of the new provisions reflects the
practice of a large majority of circuits, save one: Although all circuits
now limit the appellee’s principal and response brief to 14,000 words,
new Rule 28.1 will limit that brief to 16,500 words.
2. Text of Proposed Amendments and Committee Notes
Rule 28. Briefs
1

*****

2

(c) Reply Brief. The appellant may file a brief in reply to

3

the appellee’s brief. An appellee who has cross-appealed

4

may file a brief in reply to the appellant’s response to the

5

issues presented by the cross-appeal. Unless the court
-21-

6

permits, no further briefs may be filed. A reply brief must

7

contain a table of contents, with page references, and a

8

table of authorities — cases (alphabetically arranged),

9

statutes, and other authorities — with references to the

10

pages of the reply brief where they are cited.

11

*****

12

(h) Briefs in a Case Involving a Cross-Appeal. If a cross-

13

appeal is filed, the party who files a notice of appeal first

14

is the appellant for the purposes of this rule and Rules 30,

15

31, and 34. If notices are filed on the same day, the

16

plaintiff in the proceeding below is the appellant. These

17

designations may be modified by agreement of the parties

18

or by court order. With respect to appellee’s cross-appeal

19

and response to appellant’s brief, appellee’s brief must

20

conform to the requirements of Rule 28(a)(1)–(11). But

21

an appellee who is satisfied with appellant’s statement
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22

need not include a statement of the case or of the facts.

23

[Reserved]

24

*****
Committee Note

Subdivision (c). Subdivision (c) has been amended to delete
a sentence that authorized an appellee who had cross-appealed to file
a brief in reply to the appellant’s response. All rules regarding
briefing in cases involving cross-appeals have been consolidated into
new Rule 28.1.
Subdivision (h). Subdivision (h) — regarding briefing in
cases involving cross-appeals — has been deleted. All rules
regarding such briefing have been consolidated into new Rule 28.1.
_____________________________________________________
Rule 28.1. Cross-Appeals
1

(a) Applicability. This rule applies to a case in which a

2

cross-appeal is filed. Rules 28(a)-(c), 31(a)(1), 32(a)(2),

3

and 32(a)(7)(A)-(B) do not apply to such a case, except as

4

otherwise provided in this rule.

5

(b) Designation of Appellant. The party who files a notice

6

of appeal first is the appellant for the purposes of this rule

7

and Rules 30 and 34. If notices are filed on the same day,
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8

the plaintiff in the proceeding below is the appellant.

9

These designations may be modified by the parties’

10
11
12

agreement or by court order.
(c) Briefs. In a case involving a cross-appeal:
(1) Appellant’s Principal Brief. The appellant must file

13

a principal brief in the appeal.

14

comply with Rule 28(a).

15

That brief must

(2) Appellee’s Principal and Response Brief.

The

16

appellee must file a principal brief in the cross-appeal

17

and must, in the same brief, respond to the principal

18

brief in the appeal. That appellee’s brief must comply

19

with Rule 28(a), except that the brief need not include

20

a statement of the case or a statement of the facts

21

unless the appellee is dissatisfied with the appellant’s

22

statement.

23
24

(3) Appellant’s Response and Reply Brief.

The

appellant must file a brief that responds to the
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25

principal brief in the cross-appeal and may, in the

26

same brief, reply to the response in the appeal. That

27

brief must comply with Rule 28(a)(2)–(9) and (11),

28

except that none of the following need appear unless

29

the appellant is dissatisfied with the appellee’s

30

statement in the cross-appeal:

31

(A) the jurisdictional statement;

32

(B) the statement of the issues;

33

(C) the statement of the case;

34

(D) the statement of the facts; and

35

(E) the statement of the standard of review.

36

(4) Appellee’s Reply Brief. The appellee may file a

37

brief in reply to the response in the cross-appeal.

38

That brief must comply with Rule 28(a)(2)–(3) and

39

(11) and must be limited to the issues presented by the

40

cross-appeal.
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41

(5) No Further Briefs. Unless the court permits, no

42

further briefs may be filed in a case involving a cross-

43

appeal.

44

(d) Cover. Except for filings by unrepresented parties, the

45

cover of the appellant’s principal brief must be blue; the

46

appellee’s principal and response brief, red; the

47

appellant’s response and reply brief, yellow; the

48

appellee’s reply brief, gray; an intervenor’s or amicus

49

curiae’s brief, green; and any supplemental brief, tan.

50

The front cover of a brief must contain the information

51

required by Rule 32(a)(2).

52
53

(e) Length.
(1) Page Limitation.

Unless it complies with Rule

54

28.1(e)(2) and (3), the appellant’s principal brief must

55

not exceed 30 pages; the appellee’s principal and

56

response brief, 35 pages; the appellant’s response and
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57

reply brief, 30 pages; and the appellee’s reply brief,

58

15 pages.

59

(2) Type-Volume Limitation.

60

(A) The appellant’s principal brief or the appellant’s

61

response and reply brief is acceptable if:

62

(i) it contains no more than 14,000 words; or

63

(ii) it uses a monospaced face and contains no

64
65

more than 1,300 lines of text.
(B) The appellee’s principal and response brief is

66

acceptable if:

67

(i) it contains no more than 16,500 words; or

68

(ii) it uses a monospaced face and contains no

69

more than 1,500 lines of text.

70

(C) The appellee’s reply brief is acceptable if it

71

contains no more than half of the type volume

72

specified in Rule 28.1(e)(2)(A).
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73

(3) Certificate of Compliance. A brief submitted under

74
75
76
77
78

Rule 28(e)(2) must comply with Rule 32(a)(7)(C).
(f)

Time to Serve and File a Brief. Briefs must be
served and filed as follows:
(1) the appellant’s principal brief, within 40 days after the
record is filed;

79

(2) the appellee’s principal and response brief, within 30

80

days after the appellant’s principal brief is served;

81

(3) the appellant’s response and reply brief, within 30

82

days after the appellee’s principal and response brief

83

is served; and

84

(4) the appellee’s reply brief, within 14 days after the

85

appellant’s response and reply brief is served, but at

86

least 3 days before argument unless the court, for

87

good cause, allows a later filing.
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Committee Note
The Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure have said very little
about briefing in cases involving cross-appeals. This vacuum has
frustrated judges, attorneys, and parties who have sought guidance in
the rules. More importantly, this vacuum has been filled by
conflicting local rules regarding such matters as the number and
length of briefs, the colors of the covers of briefs, and the deadlines
for serving and filing briefs. These local rules have created a
hardship for attorneys who practice in more than one circuit.
New Rule 28.1 provides a comprehensive set of rules
governing briefing in cases involving cross-appeals. The few
existing provisions regarding briefing in such cases have been moved
into new Rule 28.1, and several new provisions have been added to
fill the gaps in the existing rules. The new provisions reflect the
practices of the large majority of circuits and, to a significant extent,
the new provisions have been patterned after the requirements
imposed by Rules 28, 31, and 32 on briefs filed in cases that do not
involve cross-appeals.
Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) makes clear that, in a case
involving a cross-appeal, briefing is governed by new Rule 28.1, and
not by Rules 28(a), 28(b), 28(c), 31(a)(1), 32(a)(2), 32(a)(7)(A), and
32(a)(7)(B), except to the extent that Rule 28.1 specifically
incorporates those rules by reference.
Subdivision (b). Subdivision (b) defines who is the
“appellant” and who is the “appellee” in a case involving a crossappeal. Subdivision (b) is taken directly from former Rule 28(h),
except that subdivision (b) refers to a party being designated as an
appellant “for the purposes of this rule and Rules 30 and 34,”
whereas former Rule 28(h) also referred to Rule 31. Because the
matter addressed by Rule 31(a)(1) — the time to serve and file briefs
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— is now addressed directly in new Rule 28.1(f), the cross-reference
to Rule 31 is no longer necessary. In Rule 31 and in all rules other
than Rules 28.1, 30, and 34, references to an “appellant” refer both
to the appellant in an appeal and to the cross-appellant in a crossappeal, and references to an “appellee” refer both to the appellee in
an appeal and to the cross-appellee in a cross-appeal. Cf. Rule 31(c).
Subdivision (c). Subdivision (c) provides for the filing of
four briefs in a case involving a cross-appeal. This reflects the
practice of every circuit except the Seventh. See 7th Cir. R.
28(d)(1)(a).
The first brief is the “appellant’s principal brief.” That brief
— like the appellant’s principal brief in a case that does not
involve a cross-appeal — must comply with Rule 28(a).
The second brief is the “appellee’s principal and response
brief.” Because this brief serves as the appellee’s principal
brief on the merits of the cross-appeal, as well as the
appellee’s response brief on the merits of the appeal, it must
also comply with Rule 28(a), with the limited exceptions
noted in the text of the rule.
The third brief is the “appellant’s response and reply brief.”
Like a response brief in a case that does not involve a crossappeal — that is, a response brief that does not also serve as
a principal brief on the merits of a cross-appeal — the
appellant’s response and reply brief must comply with Rule
28(a)(2)-(9) and (11), with the exceptions noted in the text of
the rule. See Rule 28(b). The one difference between the
appellant’s response and reply brief, on the one hand, and a
response brief filed in a case that does not involve a crossappeal, on the other, is that the latter must include a corporate
disclosure statement. See Rule 28(a)(1) and (b). An
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appellant filing a response and reply brief in a case involving
a cross-appeal has already filed a corporate disclosure
statement with its principal brief on the merits of the appeal.
The fourth brief is the “appellee’s reply brief.” Like a reply
brief in a case that does not involve a cross-appeal, it must
comply with Rule 28(c), which essentially restates the
requirements of Rule 28(a)(2)–(3) and (11). (Rather than
restating the requirements of Rule 28(a)(2)-(3) and (11), as
Rule 28(c) does, Rule 28.1(c)(4) includes a direct crossreference.) The appellee’s reply brief must also be limited to
the issues presented by the cross-appeal.
Subdivision (d). Subdivision (d) specifies the colors of the
covers on briefs filed in a case involving a cross-appeal. It is
patterned after Rule 32(a)(2), which does not specifically refer to
cross-appeals.
Subdivision (e). Subdivision (e) sets forth limits on the
length of the briefs filed in a case involving a cross-appeal. It is
patterned after Rule 32(a)(7), which does not specifically refer to
cross-appeals. Subdivision (e) permits the appellee’s principal and
response brief to be longer than a typical principal brief on the merits
because this brief serves not only as the principal brief on the merits
of the cross-appeal, but also as the response brief on the merits of the
appeal. Likewise, subdivision (e) permits the appellant’s response
and reply brief to be longer than a typical reply brief because this
brief serves not only as the reply brief in the appeal, but also as the
response brief in the cross-appeal. For purposes of determining the
maximum length of an amicus curiae’s brief filed in a case involving
a cross-appeal, Rule 29(d)’s reference to “the maximum length
authorized by these rules for a party’s principal brief” should be
understood to refer to subdivision (e)’s limitations on the length of an
appellant’s principal brief.
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Subdivision (f). Subdivision (f) provides deadlines for
serving and filing briefs in a cross-appeal. It is patterned after Rule
31(a)(1), which does not specifically refer to cross-appeals.
_____________________________________________________
Rule 32. Form of Briefs, Appendices, and Other Papers
1

(a) Form of a Brief.

2
3

*****
(7) Length.

4
5

*****
(C) Certificate of Compliance.

6

(i) A brief submitted under Rules 28.1(e)(2) or

7

32(a)(7)(B) must include a certificate by the

8

attorney, or an unrepresented party, that the

9

brief complies with the type-volume

10

limitation.

The person preparing the

11

certificate may rely on the word or line

12

count of the word-processing system used to

13

prepare the brief. The certificate must state

14

either:
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15

!

the number of words in the brief; or

16

!

the number of lines of monospaced

17
18

type in the brief.
(ii) Form 6 in the Appendix of Forms is a

19

suggested

20

compliance.

Use of Form 6 must be

21

regarded

sufficient

22

requirements of Rules 28.1(e)(3) and

23

32(a)(7)(C)(i).

24

form

as

of

a

certificate

to

meet

of

the

*****
Committee Note
Subdivision (a)(7)(C). Rule 32(a)(7)(C) has been amended
to add cross-references to new Rule 28.1, which governs briefs filed
in cases involving cross-appeals. Rule 28.1(e)(2) prescribes typevolume limitations that apply to such briefs, and Rule 28.1(e)(3)
requires parties to certify compliance with those type-volume
limitations under Rule 32(a)(7)(C).
_____________________________________________________
Rule 34. Oral Argument

1

*****
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2

(d) Cross-Appeals and Separate Appeals. If there is a

3

cross-appeal, Rule 28(h) 28.1(b) determines which party

4

is the appellant and which is the appellee for purposes of

5

oral argument. Unless the court directs otherwise, a

6

cross-appeal or separate appeal must be argued when the

7

initial appeal is argued. Separate parties should avoid

8

duplicative argument.

9

*****
Committee Note
Subdivision (d). A cross-reference in subdivision (d) has
been changed to reflect the fact that, as part of an effort to collect
within one rule all provisions regarding briefing in cases involving
cross-appeals, former Rule 28(h) has been abrogated and its contents
moved to new Rule 28.1(b).
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3. Changes Made After Publication and Comments
The Committee adopted the recommendation of the Style
Subcommittee that the text of Rule 28.1 be changed in a few minor
respects to improve clarity. (That recommendation is described
below.) The Committee also adopted three suggestions made by the
Department of Justice: (1) A sentence was added to the Committee
Note to Rule 28.1(b) to clarify that the term “appellant” (and
“appellee”) as used by rules other than Rules 28.1, 30, and 34, refers
to both the appellant in an appeal and the cross-appellant in a crossappeal (and to both the appellee in an appeal and the cross-appellee
in a cross-appeal). (2) Rule 28.1(d) was amended to prescribe cover
colors for supplemental briefs and briefs filed by an intervenor or
amicus curiae. (3) A few words were added to the Committee Note
to Rule 28.1(e) to clarify the length of an amicus curiae’s brief.
4. Summary of Public Comments
David J. Weimer, Esq. (03-AP-005) supports the proposed
amendments.
The Public Citizen Litigation Group (03-AP-008)
“applaud[s]” the proposed amendments, which would “streamline the
briefing process and achieve national uniformity where diversity
serves no purpose.” Public Citizen objects, though, that the 16,500
word limit on the appellee’s principal and response brief “seems a bit
stingy,” as this brief “combines two principal briefs.” Public Citizen
“recognize[s] that combining briefs achieves some economy,” but
argues that “18,000 words — or 1650 lines of text in a monospaced
face — would better accommodate the needs of the appellee in
complex cross appeals.” As for the appellant’s response and reply
brief, Public Citizen argues that the limit should be increased to
15,000 words or 1,400 lines, as this brief must serve the functions of
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a principal response brief (typically limited to 14,000 words or 1,300
lines) and a reply brief (typically limited to 7,000 words or 650 lines).
Philip Allen Lacovara, Esq. (03-AP-016) supports the
proposed amendments, which he says are “particularly welcome.”
He has only a couple of objections:
1. Mr. Lacovara is concerned that use of the phrase “a case”
in Rule 28.1(a) “may create an unintended ambiguity,” as “[i]n most
if not all circuits, each appeal, including a cross-appeal, is assigned
a separate docket number and thus is technically a distinct appellate
‘case,’ even though the separate cases are typically consolidated.”
He suggests adding the following sentence at the end of Rule 28.1(a):
“This Rule governs the briefs of all parties where an appeal and one
or more cross-appeals are taken from the same order or judgment.”
This, he says, would “make clear that [the new rule] appl[ies] to all
parties to all related cases involving cross-appeals from the same
judgment or order.”
2. Mr. Lacovara objects to the 16,500 word limit on the
appellee’s principal and response brief and, more generally, to giving
the appellant 28,000 total words while giving the appellee only
23,500. He argues that it is “mistaken” to assume that a “crossappeal is likely to pose relatively insignificant issues that can be
treated effectively and intelligibly in a summary fashion or by simply
adopting much of the appellant’s opening brief.” He notes that “the
designation of ‘appellant’ and ‘appellee’ . . . is simply the result of
the fortuity of timing,” meaning that “[t]he cross-appeal may be just
as substantial as the opening appeal.” He suggests that “a more
realistic maximum” for the appellee’s principal and response brief
would be 21,500 words.
3. Mr. Lacovara suggests that the rule should include a
requirement that “both the appellee’s principal and response brief and
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the appellant’s response and reply brief contain appropriate headings
demarcating the portion of the argument that addresses that party’s
own appeal and the portion that is addressing the other party’s
appellate points.”
Chief Judge Haldane Robert Mayer of the Federal Circuit
(03-AP-086) reports that the judges on his circuit unanimously
oppose Rule 28.1 insofar as it would increase the word limits on
briefs beyond what the Federal Circuit’s local rules now permit. The
Federal Circuit’s local rules provide for four briefs, as Rule 28.1
would, but limit those four briefs to 14,000, 14,000, 7,000, and 7,000
words, whereas Rule 28.1 would increase those limits to 14,000,
16,500, 14,000, and 7,000. Rule 28.1 would thus significantly
lengthen the briefs submitted to the Federal Circuit in cross-appeals.
Judge Mayer argues that the extra space is not needed. The
space permitted by the Federal Circuit in cross-appeals — 21,000
words for each side — is ample in most cases. In the rare case in
which 21,000 words is insufficient, the parties can ask for permission
to file longer briefs. The Federal Circuit “finds that cross-appeals are
often filed improperly in order to secure an additional brief and the
last word,” and Rule 28.1 will “greatly exacerbate this problem” by
increasing the word count for cross-appeals.
Counsel tend to use every word that they are allotted, so it is
predictable that counsel will use all of the extra words that Rule 28.1
would give them. This will mean longer briefs, more repetition in
briefs, and more briefing of marginal issues that counsel would
otherwise drop. The courts of appeals do not need the additional
work.
If a national rule regarding cross-appeals is adopted, the
Federal Circuit urges that “the increased word count be limited to the
subject matter of the cross-appeal, not the response to the main
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appeal.” Many cross-appeals involve issues that are few, minor, or
conditional. Under proposed Rule 28.1, parties could address such
issues in a few words, and then use most of their 16,500 words on an
extra-long response in the appeal.
The Appellate Courts Committee of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association (03-AP-201) supports the proposed
amendments. It argues, though, that the word limit on the appellee’s
principal and response brief should be increased to 28,000, and the
word limit on the appellant’s response and reply brief to 21,000.
Cross-appeals often raise issues that are as significant as — if not
more significant than — the issues raised in appeals. Each side
should have the same number of words, and each side should be
given a total of 35,000 — to allow each side to submit the equivalent
of a typical principal brief on the appeal (14,000) and the crossappeal (14,000) and the equivalent of a typical reply brief (7,000).
Senior Judge S. Jay Plager of the Federal Circuit (03-AP297) agrees with Judge Mayer.
The Committee on Appellate Courts of the State Bar of
California (03-AP-319) supports the proposed amendments, which
“succeed in providing clarity, collecting in one place all the
provisions concerning the subject matter of cross-appeals, eliminating
inconsistencies among various Circuit rules, and adding new
provisions to fill existing gaps.” Its one objection is to the word
limits. The Committee objects to giving the appellant a total of
28,000 words, but the appellee only 23,500. Although some crossappeals are merely protective and can be addressed with fewer words,
many other cross-appeals involve difficult legal issues or complicated
factual scenarios that may not have been addressed — at least
adequately — in the appeal. Moreover, the designation of parties as
“appellant” and “appellee” often reflects nothing more than who won
the race to the courthouse; 4,500 words of briefing space should not
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turn on such an arbitrary matter. The Committee urges that the word
limit on the appellee’s principal and response brief be increased from
16,500 to 21,000.
Judge Frank H. Easterbrook of the Seventh Circuit (03-AP367) objects to imposing a four-brief system in cross-appeals on the
Seventh Circuit (which alone permits only three briefs) and argues
that, if a four-brief system is to be imposed, the word limits should be
adjusted “so that the normal type volume is spread across those
briefs.” He suggests that “[s]omething like 9,000, 13,000, 9,000, and
5,000 (18,000 words on each side, or 36,000 total) would work
nicely.” He points out that, if a case was so complex that more words
were essential, parties could seek permission to file longer briefs.
“Far better to start with 36,000 words in the normal case and go up
if necessary, than to make 51,500 words the norm.”
Judge Easterbrook describes the justification for the Seventh
Circuit’s three-brief practice as follows: “Many lawyers file
unnecessary cross appeals either out of carelessness or, worse, an
effort to obtain a self-help increase in the allowable type volume.”
Many lawyers do not realize that they do not need to file a crossappeal to defend a judgment on a ground not relied on by the district
court. Or they do realize it, but file a cross-appeal anyway, in order
to get additional brief space. (Under Rule 28.1, they would get “a
50% increase for the cost of one measly appellate filling fee!”) For
these reasons, the Seventh Circuit went to a three-brief system, “with
an invitation to counsel to apply for more words (or a fourth brief)
when there was a genuine need. Very few such applications are filed,
and the number of cross appeals has substantially declined, showing
that many had indeed been strategic.”
The Committee on Federal Courts of the State Bar of
California (03-AP-393) supports the proposed amendments. It
specifically “agrees that because cross-appeals are often protective in
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nature and the issues raised are often related to the underlying appeal,
the cross-appellant does not necessarily always need as many
words/length of brief as the appellant.” It also points out that, if the
cross-appellant needs more words, he or she can ask for them.
The Style
suggestions:

Subcommittee

(04-AP-A)

makes

these

1. In the final sentence of Rule 28.1(b), replace “agreement
of the parties” with “the parties’ agreement.”
2. In the final two sentences of Rule 28.1(c)(4), insert “and”
in place of the period after “(11)” and delete “That brief” and “also,”
so that what remains is: “That brief must comply with Rule
28(a)(2)–3 and (11) and must be limited to the issues presented by the
cross-appeal.”
3. Rewrite Rule 28.1(f) as follows:
(f) Time to Serve and File a Brief. Briefs must be served and filed
as follows:
(1) the appellant’s principal brief, within 40 days after the record
is filed;
(2) the appellee’s principal and response brief, within 30 days
after the appellant’s principal brief is served;
(3) the appellant’s response and reply brief, within 30 days after
the appellee’s principal and response brief is served; and
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(4) the appellee’s reply brief, within 14 days after the appellant’s
response and reply brief is served, but at least 3 days before
argument unless the court, for good cause, allows a later
filing.
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E.

New Rule 32.1
1. Introduction

The Committee proposes to add a new Rule 32.1 that will
require courts to permit the citation of judicial opinions, orders,
judgments, or other written dispositions that have been designated as
“unpublished,” “non-precedential,” or the like. New Rule 32.1 will
also require parties who cite “unpublished” or “non-precedential”
opinions that are not available in a publicly accessible electronic
database (such as Westlaw) to provide copies of those opinions to the
court and to the other parties.
2. Text of Proposed Amendment and Committee Note
Rule 32.1. Citing Judicial Dispositions
1

(a) Citation Permitted. A court may not prohibit or restrict

2

the citation of judicial opinions, orders, judgments, or

3

other written dispositions that have been designated as

4

“unpublished,” “not for publication,” “non-precedential,”

5

“not precedent,” or the like.

6

(b) Copies Required. If a party cites a judicial opinion,

7

order, judgment, or other written disposition that is not

8

available in a publicly accessible electronic database, the

9

party must file and serve a copy of that opinion, order,
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10

judgment, or disposition with the brief or other paper in

11

which it is cited.
Committee Note
Rule 32.1 is a new rule addressing the citation of judicial
opinions, orders, judgments, or other written dispositions that have
been designated as “unpublished,” “not for publication,” “nonprecedential,” “not precedent,” or the like. This Note will refer to
these dispositions collectively as “unpublished” opinions. This is a
term of art that, while not always literally true (as many
“unpublished” opinions are in fact published), is commonly
understood to refer to the entire group of judicial dispositions
addressed by Rule 32.1.
The citation of unpublished opinions is an important issue.
The thirteen courts of appeals have cumulatively issued tens of
thousands of unpublished opinions, and about 80% of the opinions
issued by the courts of appeals in recent years have been designated
as unpublished. Administrative Office of the United States Courts,
Judicial Business of the United States Courts 2001, tbl. S-3 (2001).
Although the courts of appeals differ somewhat in their treatment of
unpublished opinions, most agree that an unpublished opinion of a
circuit does not bind panels of that circuit or district courts within
that circuit (or any other court).

Rule 32.1 is extremely limited. It takes no position on
whether refusing to treat an unpublished opinion as binding precedent
is constitutional. Compare Hart v. Massanari, 266 F.3d 1155, 115980 (9th Cir. 2001), with Anastasoff v. U.S., 223 F.3d 898, 899-905,
vacated as moot on reh’g en banc 235 F.3d 1054 (8th Cir. 2000). It
does not require any court to issue an unpublished opinion or forbid
any court from doing so. It does not dictate the circumstances under
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which a court may choose to designate an opinion as unpublished or
specify the procedure that a court must follow in making that
decision. It says nothing about what effect a court must give to one
of its unpublished opinions or to the unpublished opinions of another
court. Rule 32.1 addresses only the citation of judicial dispositions
that have been designated as “unpublished” or “non-precedential” by
a federal or state court — whether or not those dispositions have been
published in some way or are precedential in some sense.
Subdivision (a). Every court of appeals has allowed
unpublished opinions to be cited in some circumstances, such as to
support a claim of claim preclusion, issue preclusion, law of the case,
double jeopardy, sanctionable conduct, abuse of the writ, notice, or
entitlement to attorney’s fees. Not all of the circuits have specifically
mentioned all of these claims in their local rules, but it does not
appear that any circuit has ever sanctioned an attorney for citing an
unpublished opinion under these circumstances.
By contrast, the circuits have differed dramatically with
respect to the restrictions that they have placed on the citation of
unpublished opinions for their persuasive value. An opinion cited for
its “persuasive value” is cited not because it is binding on the court
or because it is relevant under a doctrine such as claim preclusion.
Rather, it is cited because a party hopes that it will influence the court
as, say, the opinion of another court of appeals or a district court
might. Some circuits have freely permitted the citation of
unpublished opinions for their persuasive value, some circuits have
disfavored such citation but permitted it in limited circumstances, and
some circuits have not permitted such citation under any
circumstances.
Parties seek to cite unpublished opinions in another context
in which parties do not argue that the opinions bind the court to reach
a particular result. Frequently, parties will seek to bolster an
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argument by pointing to the presence or absence of a substantial
number of unpublished opinions on a particular issue or by pointing
to the consistency or inconsistency of those unpublished opinions.
Most no-citation rules do not clearly address the citation of
unpublished opinions in this context.
Rule 32.1(a) is intended to replace these inconsistent and
unclear standards with one uniform rule. Under Rule 32.1(a), a court
of appeals may not prohibit a party from citing an unpublished
opinion of a federal or state court for its persuasive value or for any
other reason. In addition, under Rule 32.1(a), a court may not place
any restriction on the citation of unpublished opinions. For example,
a court may not instruct parties that the citation of unpublished
opinions is disfavored, nor may a court forbid parties to cite
unpublished opinions when a published opinion addresses the same
issue.
Rules prohibiting or restricting the citation of unpublished
opinions — rules that forbid a party from calling a court’s attention
to the court’s own official actions — are inconsistent with basic
principles underlying the rule of law. In a common law system, the
presumption is that a court’s official actions may be cited to the
court, and that parties are free to argue that the court should or should
not act consistently with its prior actions. In an adversary system, the
presumption is that lawyers are free to use their professional
judgment in making the best arguments available on behalf of their
clients. A prior restraint on what a party may tell a court about the
court’s own rulings may also raise First Amendment concerns. But
whether or not no-citation rules are constitutional — a question on
which neither Rule 32.1 nor this Note takes any position — they
cannot be justified as a policy matter.
No-citation rules were originally justified on the grounds that,
without them, large institutional litigants who could afford to collect
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and organize unpublished opinions would have an unfair advantage.
Whatever force this argument may once have had, that force has been
greatly diminished by the widespread availability of unpublished
opinions on Westlaw and Lexis, on free Internet sites, and now in the
Federal Appendix. In almost all of the circuits, unpublished opinions
are as readily available as “published” opinions, and soon every court
of appeals will be required to post all of its decisions — including
unpublished decisions — on its website “in a text searchable format.”
See E-Government Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107-347, § 205(a)(5), 116
Stat. 2899, 2913. Barring citation to unpublished opinions is no
longer necessary to level the playing field.
As the original justification for no-citation rules has eroded,
many new justifications have been offered in its place. Three of the
most prominent deserve mention:
1. First, defenders of no-citation rules argue that there is
nothing of value in unpublished opinions. These opinions, they
argue, merely inform the parties and the lower court of why the court
of appeals concluded that the lower court did or did not err.
Unpublished opinions do not establish a new rule of law; expand,
narrow, or clarify an existing rule of law; apply an existing rule of
law to facts that are significantly different from the facts presented in
published opinions; create or resolve a conflict in the law; or address
a legal issue in which the public has a significant interest. For these
reasons, no-citation rules do not deprive the courts or parties of
anything of value.
This argument is not persuasive. As an initial matter, one
might wonder why no-citation rules are necessary if all unpublished
opinions are truly valueless. Presumably parties will not often seek
to cite or even to read worthless opinions. The fact is, though, that
unpublished opinions are widely read, often cited by attorneys (even
in circuits that forbid such citation), and occasionally relied upon by
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judges (again, even in circuits that have imposed no-citation rules).
See, e.g., Harris v. United Fed’n of Teachers, No. 02-Civ. 3257
(GEL), 2002 WL 1880391, at *1 n.2 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 14, 2002).
Unpublished opinions are often read and cited precisely because they
can contain valuable information or insights. When attorneys can and
do read unpublished opinions — and when judges can and do get
influenced by unpublished opinions — it only makes sense to permit
attorneys and judges to talk with each other about unpublished
opinions.
Without question, unpublished opinions have substantial
limitations. But those limitations are best known to the judges who
draft unpublished opinions. Appellate judges do not need no-citation
rules to protect themselves from being misled by the shortcomings of
their own opinions. Likewise, trial judges who must regularly
grapple with the most complicated legal and factual issues imaginable
are quite capable of understanding and respecting the limitations of
unpublished opinions.
2. Second, defenders of no-citation rules argue that
unpublished opinions are necessary for busy courts because they take
much less time to draft than published opinions. Knowing that
published opinions will bind future panels and lower courts, judges
draft them with painstaking care. Judges do not spend as much time
on drafting unpublished opinions, because judges know that such
opinions function only as explanations to those involved in the cases.
If unpublished opinions could be cited, the argument goes, judges
would respond by issuing many more one-line judgments that provide
no explanation or by putting much more time into drafting
unpublished decisions (or both). Both practices would harm the
justice system.
The short answer to this argument is that numerous federal
and state courts have abolished or liberalized no-citation rules, and
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there is no evidence that any court has experienced any of these
consequences. It is, of course, true that every court is different. But
the federal courts of appeals are enough alike, and have enough in
common with state supreme courts, that there should be some
evidence that permitting citation of unpublished opinions results in,
say, opinions being issued more slowly. No such evidence exists,
though.
3. Finally, defenders of no-citation rules argue that abolishing
no-citation rules will increase the costs of legal representation in at
least two ways. First, it will vastly increase the size of the body of
case law that will have to be researched by attorneys before advising
or representing clients. Second, it will make the body of case law
more difficult to understand. Because little effort goes into drafting
unpublished opinions, and because unpublished opinions often say
little about the facts, unpublished opinions will introduce into the
corpus of the law thousands of ambiguous, imprecise, and misleading
statements that will be represented as the “holdings” of a circuit.
These burdens will harm all litigants, but particularly pro se litigants,
prisoners, the poor, and the middle class.
The short answer to this argument is the same as the short
answer to the argument about the impact on judicial workloads: Over
the past few years, numerous federal and state courts have abolished
or liberalized no-citation rules, and there is no evidence that attorneys
and litigants have experienced these consequences.
The dearth of evidence of harmful consequences is
unsurprising, for it is not the ability to cite unpublished opinions that
triggers a duty to research them, but rather the likelihood that
reviewing unpublished opinions will help an attorney in advising or
representing a client. In researching unpublished opinions, attorneys
already apply and will continue to apply the same common sense that
they apply in researching everything else. No attorney conducts
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research by reading every case, treatise, law review article, and other
writing in existence on a particular point — and no attorney will
conduct research that way if unpublished opinions can be cited. If a
point is well-covered by published opinions, an attorney may not read
unpublished opinions at all. But if a point is not addressed in any
published opinion, an attorney may look at unpublished opinions, as
he or she probably should.
The disparity between litigants who are wealthy and those
who are not is an unfortunate reality. Undoubtedly, some litigants
have better access to unpublished opinions, just as some litigants
have better access to published opinions, statutes, law review articles
— or, for that matter, lawyers. The solution to these disparities is not
to forbid all parties from citing unpublished opinions. After all,
parties are not forbidden from citing published opinions, statutes, or
law review articles — or from retaining lawyers. Rather, the solution
is found in measures such as the E-Government Act, which make
unpublished opinions widely available at little or no cost.
In sum, whether or not no-citation rules were ever justifiable
as a policy matter, they are no longer justifiable today. To the
contrary, they tend to undermine public confidence in the judicial
system by leading some litigants — who have difficulty
comprehending why they cannot tell a court that it has addressed the
same issue in the past — to suspect that unpublished opinions are
being used for improper purposes. They require attorneys to pick
through the inconsistent formal no-citation rules and informal
practices of the circuits in which they appear and risk being
sanctioned or accused of unethical conduct if they make a mistake.
And they forbid attorneys from bringing to the court’s attention
information that might help their client’s cause.
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Because no-citation rules harm the administration of justice,
Rule 32.1 abolishes such rules and requires courts to permit
unpublished opinions to be cited.
Subdivision (b). Under Rule 32.1(b), a party who cites an
opinion must provide a copy of that opinion to the court and to the
other parties, unless that opinion is available in a publicly accessible
electronic database — such as in Westlaw or on a court’s website. A
party who is required under Rule 32.1(b) to provide a copy of an
opinion must file and serve the copy with the brief or other paper in
which the opinion is cited.
It should be noted that, under Rule 32.1(a), a court of appeals
may not require parties to file or serve copies of all of the
unpublished opinions cited in their briefs or other papers.
Unpublished opinions are widely available on free websites (such as
those maintained by federal and state courts), on commercial
websites (such as those maintained by Westlaw and Lexis), and even
in published compilations (such as the Federal Appendix). Given the
widespread availability of unpublished opinions, requiring parties to
file and serve copies of every unpublished opinion that they cite is
unnecessary and burdensome and is an example of a restriction
forbidden by Rule 32.1(a).
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3. Changes Made After Publication and Comments
No changes were made to the text of subdivision (b) or to the
accompanying Committee Note.
The text of subdivision (a) was changed. The proposed rule,
as published, provided that a prohibition or restriction could not be
placed upon the citation of unpublished opinions “unless that
prohibition or restriction is generally imposed upon the citation of all
judicial opinions, orders, judgments, or other written dispositions.”
The Committee was trying to accomplish two goals by drafting the
rule in this manner: On the one hand, the Committee did not want a
court to be able to permit the citation of unpublished opinions as a
formal matter, but then, as a practical matter, make such citation
nearly impossible by imposing various restrictions on it. On the other
hand, the Committee did not want to preclude circuits from imposing
general requirements of form or style upon the citation of all
authorities.
After reflecting on the comments — particularly those of
Judge Easterbrook — the Committee concluded that this clause was
unnecessary. First, as Judge Easterbrook pointed out, Rule 32(e)**
was intended to put the circuits out of the business of imposing
general requirements of form or style. It is hard to identify a
requirement of form or style that could be both endangered by Rule
32.1 and enforced under Rule 32(e). Second, Rule 32.1 is most
naturally read as precluding only prohibitions and restrictions on the

**

Rule 32(e) provides: “Every court of appeals must accept
documents that comply with the form requirements of this rule. By
local rule or order in a particular case a court of appeals may
accept documents that do not meet all of the form requirements of
this rule.”
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citation of unpublished opinions as such — that is, prohibitions and
restrictions aimed exclusively at the citation of unpublished opinions.
A page limit on a brief could be said indirectly to “restrict” the
citation of unpublished opinions, but no one is likely to read Rule
32.1 to forbid page limits on briefs.
For these reasons, the “generally imposed” clause was
removed, leaving the rule simply to forbid courts from prohibiting or
restricting the citation of unpublished opinions. What remained of
the subdivision was also restyled so that it is now stated in the active
rather than passive voice. The published version of the rule had been
written passively — contrary to style conventions — because some
Committee members hoped that a passively written rule would be
less controversial. That strategy did not work, and all Committee
members now agree that the rule should be written in active voice.
The Committee Note accompanying subdivision (a) has been
substantially rewritten. The revised Note reflects the changes made
in the text of the rule, states more forcefully the normative case for
the rule, and responds directly to the major arguments against the
rule. It is admittedly an unusual Note, in that it is almost entirely
devoted to defending rather than explaining the rule. Such a Note
seems advisable, though, given the controversial nature of proposed
Rule 32.1.
4. Summary of Public Comments
As I explained in the introduction to this memorandum, I will
not summarize all of the testimony that we received about Rule 32.1,
nor will I summarize each of the 513 comments that were submitted.
Rather, I will describe the major arguments that witnesses and
commentators made for and against adopting the proposed rule. I
will then describe the suggestions that commentators made regarding
the wording of Rule 32.1. I will conclude by listing those who
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commented in favor of and those who commented against adopting
the proposed rule.
Please note that Sanford Svetcov, one of two members of the
Advisory Committee who oppose Rule 32.1, asked that his dissenting
views be communicated to the Standing Committee. A letter from
Mr. Svetcov describing his reasons for opposing Rule 32.1 is attached
to this memorandum.
a. Summary of Arguments Regarding Substance
i. Arguments Against Adopting Proposed Rule
1. A circuit should be free to conduct its business as it sees
fit unless there is a compelling reason to impose uniformity. This is
particularly true with respect to measures such as no-citation rules,
which reflect decisions made by circuits about how best to allocate
their scarce resources to meet the demands placed upon them.
Circuits confront dramatically different local conditions. Among the
features that vary from circuit to circuit are the size, subject matter,
and complexity of the circuit’s caseload; the number of active and
senior judges on the circuit; the geographical scope of the circuit; the
process used by the circuit to decide which cases are designated as
unpublished; the time and attention devoted by circuit judges to
unpublished opinions; and the legal culture of the circuit (such as the
aggressiveness of the local bar). These features are best known to the
judges who work within the circuit every day. No advisory
committee composed entirely or almost entirely of outsiders should
tell a circuit that it cannot implement a rule that the circuit has
deemed necessary to handle its workload, unless that advisory
committee has strong evidence that a uniform rule would serve a
compelling interest.
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2. The Appellate Rules Committee does not have such
evidence with respect to Rule 32.1. The Committee Note fails to
identify a single serious problem with the status quo that Rule 32.1
would solve.
a. The main problem identified by the Committee Note is that
no-citation rules impose a “hardship” on attorneys by forcing them
to “pick through the conflicting no-citation rules of the circuits in
which they practice.”
i. This is not much of a hardship.
— Every circuit has implemented numerous local rules,
and attorneys will continue to have to “pick through”
those rules whether or not Rule 32.1 is approved. It
is not unreasonable to ask an attorney who seeks to
practice in a circuit to read and follow that circuit’s
local rules — local rules that are readily available
online.
— Among local rules, no-citation rules are particularly
easy to follow, as they are clear and, in most circuits,
stamped right on the face of unpublished opinions. A
lawyer who reads an unpublished opinion is told up
front exactly what use he or she can make of it.
— It is not surprising that the Committee has not
identified a single occasion on which an attorney was
in fact confused about the no-citation rule of a circuit,
much less a single occasion on which an attorney was
“sanctioned or accused of unethical conduct for
improperly citing an ‘unpublished’ opinion.”
Attorneys have no difficulty locating, understanding,
and following no-citation rules.
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ii. Rule 32.1 would do little to alleviate whatever
hardship exists.
— Most litigators practice in only one state and one
circuit. Thus, most litigators are inconvenienced far
more by differences between the rules of their state
courts and the rules of their federal courts than they
are by differences among the rules of various federal
courts. The minority of attorneys who practice
regularly in multiple circuits tend to work for the
Justice Department or for large law firms and thus
have the time and resources to learn and follow each
circuit’s local rules.
— Although Rule 32.1 would help these Justice
Department and big firm lawyers by creating
uniformity among federal circuits, it would harm the
typical attorney who practices in only one state by
creating disuniformity between, for example, the
citation rules of the California courts and the citation
rules of the Ninth Circuit.
— Even within the federal courts, Rule 32.1 would create
uniformity only with respect to citation. The rule
would not create uniformity with respect to the use
that circuits make of unpublished opinions. Thus,
those who practice in multiple federal circuits would
still have to become familiar with inconsistent rules
about unpublished opinions.
iii. If uniformity is the Committee’s concern, it would be
far better, for the reasons described below, for the
Committee to propose a rule that would uniformly bar
the citation of unpublished opinions.
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b. The Committee Note alludes to a potential First
Amendment problem. No court has found that no-citation rules
violate the First Amendment, and no court will. Courts impose
myriad restrictions on what an attorney may say to a court and how
an attorney may say it. A no-citation rule no more threatens First
Amendment values than does a rule limiting the size of briefs to 30
pages.
3. Not only has the Committee failed to identify any
problems that Rule 32.1 would solve, it has failed to identify any
other benefits that would result from Rule 32.1.
a. Rule 32.1 would not, as the Committee Note claims,
“expand[] the sources of insight and information that can be brought
to the attention of judges.” Unpublished opinions provide little
“insight” or “information” to anyone; to the contrary, they are most
often used to mislead.
i. To understand why unpublished opinions do not
provide much “insight” or “information,” one needs to appreciate
when and how unpublished opinions are produced.
— Appellate courts have essentially two functions: error
correction and law creation. Unpublished opinions
are issued in the vast majority of cases that call upon
a court only to perform the former function.
— Unpublished opinions merely inform the parties and
the lower court of why the court of appeals concluded
that the lower court did or did not err. Unpublished
opinions do not establish a new rule of law; expand,
narrow, or clarify an existing rule of law; apply an
existing rule of law to facts that are significantly
different from the facts presented in published
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opinions; create or resolve a conflict in the law; or
address a legal issue in which the public has a
significant interest. As one judge wrote: “[O]ur
uncitable memorandum dispositions do nothing more
than apply settled circuit law to the facts and
circumstances of an individual case. They do not
make or alter or nuance the law. The principles we
use to decide cases in memorandum dispositions are
already on the books and fully citable.” [03-AP-129]
— Unpublished opinions are also issued in cases that do
present important legal questions, but in which the
court is not confident that it answered those questions
correctly — most often because the facts were
unusual or because the advocacy was poor or
lopsided. In such circumstances, a court may not
want to speak authoritatively or comprehensively
about an issue — or foreclose a particular line of
argument — when a future case may present more
representative facts or more skilled advocacy.
— Because an unpublished opinion functions solely as a
one-time explanation to the parties and the lower
court, judges are careful to make sure that the result is
correct, but they spend very little time reviewing the
opinion itself. Usually the opinion is drafted by a
member of the circuit’s staff or by a law clerk; often,
the staff member or law clerk simply converts a bench
memo into an opinion. The opinion will generally say
almost nothing about the facts, because its intended
audience — the parties and the lower court — are
already familiar with the facts. It is common for a
panel to spend as little as five or ten minutes on an
unpublished opinion. The opinions usually do not go
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through multiple drafts, members of the panel usually
do not request modifications, and the opinions are not
usually circulated to the entire circuit before they are
released.
— An unpublished opinion may accurately express the
views of none of the members of the panel. As long
as the result is correct, judges do not care much about
the language. As one judge explained: “What matters
is the result, not the precise language of the
disposition or even its reasoning. Mem dispos reflect
the panel’s agreement on the outcome of the case,
nothing more.” [03-AP-075]
ii. Because of these features, citing unpublished opinions
will not only provide little “insight” or “information,” but will
actually result in judges being misled.
— Unpublished opinions are poor sources of law. A
court’s holding in any case cannot be understood
outside of the factual context, but unpublished
opinions say little or nothing about the facts (because
they are written for those already familiar with the
case). Thus, it is difficult to discern what an
unpublished opinion held.
— Because unpublished opinions are hurriedly drafted
by staff and clerks, and because they receive little
attention from judges, they often contain statements
of law that are imprecise or inaccurate. Even slight
variations in the way that a legal principle is stated
can have significant consequences. If unpublished
opinions could be cited, courts would often be led to
believe that the law had been changed in some way by
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an unpublished opinion, when no such change was
intended.
— Unpublished opinions are also a poor source of
information about a judge’s views on a legal issue.
As noted, it is possible that an unpublished opinion
does not accurately express the views of any judge.
Citing unpublished opinions might mislead lower
courts and others about the views of a circuit’s judges.
iii. Even in the rare case in which an unpublished opinion
might be persuasive “by virtue of the thoroughness of its research or
the persuasiveness of its reasoning,” Rule 32.1 is not needed.
— First, any party can petition a court of appeals to
publish an opinion that has been designated as
unpublished. Courts recognize that they sometimes
err in designating opinions as unpublished and are
quite willing to correct those mistakes when those
mistakes are brought to their attention.
— Second, and more importantly, nothing prevents any
party in any case from borrowing — word-for-word,
if the party wishes — the “research” and “reasoning”
of an unpublished opinion. Parties want to cite
unpublished opinions not because they are inherently
persuasive, but because parties want to argue
(explicitly or implicitly) that a panel of the circuit
agreed with a particular argument — and for that
reason, and not because of the opinion’s “research” or
“reasoning,” the circuit should agree with the
argument again.
As one judge commented:
“[N]othing prevents a party from copying wholesale
the thorough research or persuasive reasoning of an
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unpublished disposition — without citation. But
that’s not what the party seeking to actually cite the
disposition wants to do at all; rather, it wants the
added boost of claiming that three court of appeals
judges endorse that reasoning.” [03-AP-169]
This, however, is a dishonest and misleading use of
unpublished opinions. As described, judges often sign off on
unpublished opinions that do not accurately express their
views; indeed, it will be the rare unpublished opinion that will
precisely and comprehensively describe the views of any of
the panel’s judges.
iv. In short, no-citation rules merely prevent parties from
using unpublished opinions illegitimately — to mislead a court. All
legitimate uses of unpublished opinions — such as mining them for
nuggets of research or reasoning — are already available to parties.
b. Rule 32.1 would not, as the Committee Note claims,
“mak[e] the entire process more transparent to attorneys, parties, and
the general public.”
i. As the Committee Note itself describes, unpublished
opinions are already widely available and widely read by judges,
attorneys, parties, and the general public — and sometimes reviewed
by the Supreme Court. Those opinions can be requested from the
clerk, reviewed on the websites of the circuits and other free Internet
sites, and researched with Westlaw and Lexis. Unpublished opinions
are no less “transparent” than published opinions. They are not
hidden from anyone.
ii. Although proponents of Rule 32.1 often cite suspicions
that courts use unpublished opinions to duck difficult issues or to
hide decisions that are contrary to law, there is no evidence
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whatsoever that these suspicions are valid. Even those (very few)
judges who have expressed support for Rule 32.1 have cited only the
perception that unpublished opinions are used improperly; they agree
that the perception is not accurate. Since the Ninth Circuit changed
its no-citation rule to allow parties to bring to the court’s attention in
a rehearing petition any unpublished opinions that were in conflict
with the decision of the panel, almost no parties have been able to do
so. Every judge makes mistakes, but there is no evidence that judges
are intentionally and systematically using unpublished opinions for
improper purposes.
4. Although Rule 32.1 would not address any real problem
with the status quo — and although Rule 32.1 would not result in any
real benefit — Rule 32.1 would inflict enormous costs on judges,
attorneys, and parties.
a. Judges
i. The judges of many circuits are now overwhelmed.
The number of appeals filed has increased dramatically faster than
the number of authorized judgeships, and Congress has been slow to
fill judicial vacancies. Judges and their staffs are already stretched
to the limit; there is no “margin for error” when it comes to imposing
new responsibilities on them.
ii. Drafting published opinions takes a lot of time.
Because judges know that such opinions will bind future panels and
lower courts — and because judges know that those opinions will be
widely cited as reflecting the views of the judges who write or join
them — published opinions are drafted with painstaking care. A
published opinion provides extensive information about the facts and
the procedural background, because it is written for strangers to the
case, and because those strangers will not be able to identify its
precise holding without such information. The author of a published
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opinion will devote dozens (sometimes hundreds) of hours to writing,
editing, and polishing multiple drafts. Although law clerks may help
with the research or produce a first draft, the authoring judge will
invest a great deal of his or her own time into drafting the opinion.
The final draft will be reviewed carefully by the other members of the
panel, who will often request revisions. Before the opinion is
released, it will be circulated to all of the members of the court, and
other judges will sometimes request changes.
iii. By contrast, as described above, unpublished opinions
generally take very little time. They are written quickly by court staff
or law clerks, and judges give them only cursory attention —
precisely because judges know that the opinions need to function
only as explanations to those involved in the cases and will not be
cited to future panels or to lower courts within the circuit.
iv. Rule 32.1 would force judges to spend much more
time writing unpublished opinions just to make them suitable to be
cited as persuasive authority. Judges will also take the time to write
concurring and dissenting opinions, to prevent courts from
misunderstanding their views. The Committee cannot:
— change the audience for unpublished opinions (from
the parties, their attorneys, and the lower court under
the current system to future panels, district courts
within the circuit, and the rest of the world under Rule
32.1), and
— change the purpose of unpublished opinions (from
giving a brief, one-time explanation to those already
familiar with the case under the current system to being
used forever to persuade courts to rule a particular way
under Rule 32.1), and not
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— not change the nature of unpublished opinions.
As one judge commented, “[the] efficiency [of unpublished
opinions] is made possible only when the authoring judge has
confidence that short-hand statements, clearly understood by the
parties, will not later be scrutinized for their legal significance by a
panel not privy to the specifics of the case at hand.” [03-AP-329]
v. Because judges will spend much more time writing
unpublished opinions, at least two consequences will follow:
—

Judges will have less time available to devote to
published decisions — the decisions that really
matter. The quality of published opinions will
suffer. The law will be less clear. Apparent
inconsistencies will abound. Inadvertent intra- and
inter-circuit conflicts will arise more frequently.
All of this will result in more litigation, more
appeals, and more en banc proceedings, which will
result in even more demands on judges, which will
give them even less time to devote to writing
published opinions.

—

Parties will have to wait much longer to get
unpublished decisions. Parties now often get an
unpublished decision in a few days; under Rule
32.1, they may have to wait for a year or more.

vi. Although Rule 32.1 will reduce the time that judges
have available to spend on opinions, it will increase the amount of
attention that drafting opinions will require.
— Parties will cite more cases to the courts, meaning that
conscientious judges and their law clerks will have
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more opinions to read, explain, and distinguish in the
course of writing opinions. As one judge wrote:
“Once brought to the court’s attention, . . . there is no
way simply to ignore our memorandum dispositions.”
[03-AP-285]
— This will be a time-consuming process, because to
fully understand an unpublished opinion — which, as
described above, will usually say little about the facts
— the judge or the law clerk will have to go back and
read the briefs and record in the case.
— The result will be that parties — who now often wait
a year or more to get a published decision — will
have to wait even longer.
vii. Of course, Rule 32.1 can’t change the fact that there
are only 24 hours in a day. Judges are already stretched to the limit.
If they have to spend more time on both published and unpublished
opinions, they will have to compensate in some way. One way that
judges will compensate is by issuing no opinion in an increasing
number of cases — i.e., by disposing of an increasing number of
cases with one-line orders.
—

One-line dispositions are unfair to the parties, who
are entitled to some explanation of why they won or
lost an appeal, as well as to some assurance that
their arguments were read, understood, and taken
seriously. Parties who are not told why they won or
lost an appeal — and who are not provided with any
evidence that their arguments were even read —
will lose confidence in the judicial system.
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—

One-line dispositions are unfair to lower court
judges, who are entitled to know why they have
been affirmed or reversed. Lower court judges
cannot correct their mistakes unless those mistakes
are made known to them.

—

One-line dispositions deprive parties of a
meaningful chance to petition for en banc
reconsideration by the circuit or certiorari from the
Supreme Court. Without any explanation of the
panel’s decision, it is almost impossible for the en
banc court or the Supreme Court to know if a case
is worth further review.

—

When judges issue an unpublished opinion, they
have to discuss the basic rationale for the
disposition. That provides at least some discipline.
That discipline is completely lacking when a panel
issues a one-line disposition.

b. Attorneys
i. Critics of no-citation rules represent only a small
fraction of the bar — although, because they are very vocal, they
have created the illusion that there is widespread dissatisfaction with
such rules. In fact, most lawyers support no-citation rules, and for
good reason.
ii. Abolishing no-citation rules would vastly increase the
body of case law that would have to be researched. If unpublished
opinions can be cited, then they might influence the court; and if
unpublished opinions might influence the court, then an attorney
must research them. As one oft-repeated “talking point” put it: “As
a matter of prudence, and probably professional ethics, practitioners
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could not ignore relevant opinions decided by the very circuit court
before which they are now litigating.” [03-AP-025]
iii. Even an attorney who understands that unpublished
opinions are largely useless and who does not want to waste time
researching them will have to prepare for the possibility that his or
her opponent will use them. One way or another, attorneys will have
to read unpublished opinions.
iv. An attorney will be faced with a difficult dilemma
when he or she runs across an unpublished opinion that is contrary to
his or her position. Even if unpublished opinions are formally treated
as non-binding, “the advocate is faced with the Hobson’s choice of
either using up precious pages in her brief distinguishing the
unpublished decisions, or running the uncertain risk of condemnation
from her opponent (or worse, the court) for ignoring those decisions.
In other words, even if it were possible to maintain some sort of
formal distinction between permissively citable unpublished
decisions and mandatory, precedential published opinions, the
substance of the distinction would quickly erode.” [03-AP-462]
v. The hardship imposed on attorneys is not just a
function of the dramatic increase in the number of opinions that they
will have to read; it is also a function of the nature of those opinions.
Because unpublished opinions say so little about the facts, attorneys
will struggle to understand them. Attorneys will often have to
retrieve the briefs or records of old cases to be certain that they
understand what unpublished opinions held.
vi. Attorneys already find it almost impossible to keep
current on the law — even the law in one or two specialities. So
many courts are publishing so many opinions — and there are so
many ambiguities and inconsistencies in those opinions — that it is
often very difficult for a conscientious attorney to know what the law
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“is” on a particular question. Rule 32.1 will compound this problem
many times over, not only because the number of opinions that will
“matter” will multiply, but because the unpublished opinions that will
have to be consulted are “a particularly watery form of precedent.”
[03-AP-169] Because so little time goes into writing them,
unpublished opinions will introduce into the corpus of the law
thousands of ambiguous, imprecise, and misleading statements that
will be represented as the “holdings” of circuits.
vii. Litigators are not the only attorneys who will be
burdened by Rule 32.1. Transactional attorneys and others who
counsel clients about how to structure their affairs will have more
opinions to read and, because more law means more uncertainty, will
have difficulty advising their clients about the legal implications of
their conduct. This problem will be particularly acute for attorneys
who must advise large corporations and other organizations that
operate in multiple jurisdictions.
viii. While all attorneys — litigators and non-litigators —
will be harmed by Rule 32.1, some will be harmed more than others.

— Unpublished opinions are not as readily available as
published opinions. Not all libraries and legal offices
can afford to purchase the Federal Appendix and rent
space to store it. And not all lawyers can afford to
use Westlaw or Lexis. (Indeed, not all attorneys have
access to computers.) The E-Government Act will
help, but it will not level the playing field entirely.
For example, the Act will not require circuits to
provide electronic access to their old unpublished
decisions, and it is unlikely that researching
unpublished opinions on circuit websites will be as
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easy as researching those opinions on Westlaw or
Lexis.
— Even if the day arrives when unpublished opinions
become equally available to all, attorneys will still
have to read them. Some attorneys are already
overwhelmed with work or have clients who cannot
pay for more of their time. These attorneys —
including solo practitioners, small firm lawyers,
public defenders, and CJA-appointed counsel — will
bear the brunt of Rule 32.1. Rule 32.1 will thus
increase the already substantial advantage enjoyed by
large firms, government attorneys, and in-house
counsel at large corporations.
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c. Parties
i. As described above, all parties in all cases — both
those that terminate in published opinions and those that terminate in
unpublished opinions — will have to wait longer for their cases to be
resolved. Delays are bad for everyone, but they are particularly
harmful for the most vulnerable litigants — such as plaintiffs in
personal injury cases who can no longer pay their medical bills or
habeas petitioners who are unlawfully incarcerated.
ii. As described above, Rule 32.1 will result in more oneline dispositions. More parties will never be given an explanation for
why they lost their appeal or even assurance that their arguments
were taken seriously. This will result in less transparency and less
confidence in the judicial system.
iii. As described above, Rule 32.1 will increase the
already high cost of litigation. Clients will have to pay more
attorneys to read more cases.
iv. Increasing the cost of litigation will, of course, harm
the poor and middle class the most, adding to the already
considerable advantages enjoyed by the powerful and the wealthy.
v. Rule 32.1 will particularly disadvantage pro se litigants
and prisoners, who often do not have access to the Internet or to the
Federal Appendix.
5. Rule 32.1 could harm state courts. For example, the rule
would permit litigants to cite and federal courts to rely upon the
unpublished opinions of the California state courts in diversity and
other actions, even though the California courts themselves have
determined that these cases should not be looked to for expositions
of state law. This, in turn, will enable litigants to use the unpublished
decisions of the California state courts to influence the development
of California law, through the “back door” of the federal courts.
Thus, many of the costs imposed by Rule 32.1 on federal courts —
such as the need for judges to spend more time writing unpublished
opinions — will also be imposed on state courts.
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6. The assurances provided in the Committee Note that Rule
32.1 will not inflict the costs described above are unpersuasive.
a. The Committee Note admits that Rule 32.1 would inflict
substantial costs of the type described above if it required courts to
treat their unpublished opinions as binding precedent, but then gives
assurance that Rule 32.1 does not do so. The Committee is naive in
believe that a clear distinction between “precedential” and “nonprecedential” will be maintained.
i. As noted, parties will be citing unpublished opinions
precisely for their precedential value — that is, as part of an
argument (implicit or explicit) that because a panel of a circuit
decided an issue one way in the past, the circuit should decide the
issue the same way now. The only real interest that proponents of
Rule 32.1 have in citing unpublished opinions is as precedent.
ii. When circuits are confronted with this argument, they
will not be able to say simply that the prior unpublished opinion is
not binding precedent and therefore can be ignored. Rather, the court
will have to distinguish it or explain why it will not be followed. As
one group of judges commented: “As a practical matter, we expect
that [unpublished opinions] will be accorded significant precedential
effect, simply because the judges of a court will be naturally reluctant
to repudiate or ignore previous decisions.” [03-AP-396] From the
point of view of the court’s workload, then, the Committee Note’s
assurance that courts will not have to treat their unpublished opinions
as binding precedent will make little difference.
iii. This phenomenon will be even more apparent in the
lower courts. It will be a rare district court judge who will ignore an
unpublished opinion of the circuit that will review his or her decision.
If unpublished opinions are cited to lower courts, lower courts will
have to treat them as though they were binding, even if that is not
technically true.
iv. In sum, all of the consequences described above —
such as courts having to spend more time writing unpublished
opinions and attorneys having to spend more time researching them
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— will occur, whether or not the unpublished opinions are labeled
“non-binding.”
b. The Committee Note’s argument that there is no
compelling reason to treat unpublished opinions different than such
sources as district court opinions, law review articles, newspaper
columns, or Shakespearian sonnets misses a few important
distinctions:
i. The fact that law review articles or newspaper columns
can be cited in a brief will not have any effect on the author of such
materials. The author of a law review article or a newspaper column
is going to do precisely the same amount of work — and write
precisely the same words — whether or not his or her work can later
be cited to a court. By contrast, making the unpublished opinions of
a court of appeals citable will affect their authors, as described above.
ii. There is no chance that law review articles or
newspaper columns will be cited by parties for their precedential
value — that is, as part of an argument that, because a circuit did x
once, it should do x again. Law review articles, newspaper columns,
and the like are cited only for their persuasive value because that is
the only value they have. An unpublished opinion, by contrast, is
cited by a party who wants a future panel of the circuit or a lower
court within the circuit to decide an issue a particular way — not
because the unpublished opinion, like a law review article, is
powerfully persuasive, but because the unpublished opinion, unlike
the law review article, was at least nominally issued in the name of
the circuit.
iii. The same point can be made about the opinions of
other circuits, lower federal courts, state courts, or foreign
jurisdictions. As one commentator wrote:
“When the opinions, even the unpublished ones, of another
court are cited, the underlying argument is as follows: the
other court accepted or advanced a particular reasoning and,
therefore, this court should too — it can, and should, trust the
other court’s judgment. When an unpublished opinion of the
same court is cited, however, the underlying argument is
invariably a precedential one, in the most basic sense: this
court accepted or advanced a particular reasoning in another
case and, therefore, it would be fundamentally unfair not to
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apply that same rationale in the instant case. Such opinions
are cited for their precedential value.” [03-AP-478]
iv. There is also no chance that a lower court will feel
bound to adhere to the views of the author of a law review article or
newspaper column. As one judge wrote, “Shakespearian sonnets,
advertising jingles and newspaper columns are not, and cannot be
mistaken for, expressions of the law of the circuit. Thus, there is no
risk that they will be given weight far disproportionate to their
intrinsic value.” [03-AP-169] Or, as one bar committee wrote,
“unlike unpublished decisions, there is no risk these other materials
will be mistaken for the law of the circuit or given undue weight by
the lower courts or litigants.” [03-AP-319]
v. According to commentators, this risk is particularly
acute in the lower courts, which is why some no-citation rules apply
to those courts, as well as to parties. “The word of a federal Court of
Appeals will not be treated as a law review article or newspaper
column, no matter how many admonitions from the appellate court
that its unpublished opinions have no precedential authority. Every
judge and lawyer in America has internalized the hierarchical nature
of our justice system; the word of a federal Court of Appeals, even
unpublished, will not be treated the same as the word of a legal
scholar or newspaper columnist.” [03-AP-322]
c. The Committee Note is wrong in suggesting that, because
some circuits have liberalized no-citation rules without experiencing
problems, the concerns about Rule 32.1 are overblown.
i. The conditions of each circuit vary significantly,
making it hazardous to assume that the experience of one circuit will
be duplicated in another. As noted above, circuits vary with respect
to such things as the size, subject matter, and complexity of the
caseload; the number of judges; and the local legal culture. Just
because the Fifth Circuit is able to permit the citation of unpublished
opinions does not mean that the Ninth Circuit can do so.
ii. No circuit has gone as far as Rule 32.1 would in
permitting the citation of unpublished opinions. All circuits
discourage such citation, forbid it in some circumstances, or both.
And three circuits with relatively liberal citation rules — the Third,
Fifth, and Eleventh — either do not make or have only recently made
their unpublished opinions widely available. It is virtually costless
for a circuit whose unpublished opinions do not appear in the Federal
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Appendix or in the Westlaw and Lexis databases to allow those
opinions to be cited.
iii. Some circuits that have liberalized no-citation rules
have done so only recently, so it is too early to know whether they
will experience difficulties.
iv. Some of the circuits that permit liberal citation of
unpublished opinions also make frequent use of one-line dispositions.
This supports — rather than refutes — the arguments of those who
oppose Rule 32.1.
7. Rule 32.1 is not a “general rule[] of practice and
procedure” because, if Rule 32.1 is adopted, “some judges will make
the opinion more elaborate in order to make clear the context of the
ruling, while other judges will shorten the opinion in order to provide
less citable material.” Because Rule 32.1 would “affect the
construction and import of opinions,” the rule is “beyond the scope
of the rulemaking authority of 28 U.S.C. § 2072.” [03-AP-329]
8. If, despite all of these arguments, the Committee decides
to forge ahead with Rule 32.1, it should at least amend the rule so that
it applies only prospectively — that is, so that it applies only to
unpublished decisions issued after the rule’s effective date. It is
unfair to allow citation of opinions that judges wrote under the
assumption that they would never be cited. The D.C. Circuit’s
decision to abolish its no-citation rule was applied prospectively
only; the Committee should follow the D.C. Circuit’s lead.
ii. Arguments For Adopting Proposed Rule
1. It is not Rule 32.1, but no-citation rules, that require a
compelling justification. In a democracy, the presumption is that
citizens may discuss with the government the actions that the
government has taken. Under the First Amendment, the presumption
is that prior restraints of speech — especially speech about the
government made to the government — are invalid. In a common
law system, the presumption is that judicial decisions are citable. In
an adversary system, the presumption is that lawyers are free to make
the best arguments available. No-citation rules — through which
judges instruct litigants, “You may not even mention what we’ve
done in the past, much less engage us in a discussion about whether
what we’ve done in the past should influence what we do in this
case” — are profoundly antithetical to American values. The burden
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should not be on the Committee to defend Rule 32.1 but on
opponents of Rule 32.1 to defend no-citation rules.
2. The main problem created by no-citation rules — a
problem that Rule 32.1 would eliminate — is that no-citation rules
deprive the courts, attorneys, and parties of the use of unpublished
opinions. The evidence is overwhelming that unpublished opinions
are indeed a valuable source of “insight” and “information.”
a. First, unpublished opinions are often read. “[L]awyers,
district court judges, and appellate judges regularly read and rely on
unpublished decisions despite prohibitions on doing so.” [03-AP-406]
Numerous commentators — supporters and opponents of Rule 32.1
alike — said that they regularly read unpublished opinions.
b. Second, unpublished opinions are often cited by attorneys.
One commentator wrote: “My own experience has been that the
prohibition on [citation] currently in effect in the lower courts of the
Ninth Circuit is utterly disregarded, not just by bad lawyers but also
by good ones — even by leading lawyers, not always, to be sure, but
in many cases when there is no binding, published authority
available.” [03-AP-473]
c. Third, unpublished decisions are often cited by judges.
Researchers have identified hundreds of citations to unpublished
opinions by appellate courts and district courts — including appellate
courts and district courts in jurisdictions that have adopted no-citation
rules. One of the most pointed of those citations appears in Harris v.
United Federation of Teachers, No. 02-Civ. 3257 (GEL), 2002 WL
1880391, at *1 n.2 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 14, 2002):
“There is apparently no published Second Circuit authority
directly on point for the proposition that § 301 does not
confer jurisdiction over fair representation suits against public
employee unions. In the ‘unpublished’ opinion in Corredor,
which of course is published to the world on both the Lexis
and Westlaw services, the Court expressly decides the point
. . . . Yet the Second Circuit continues to adhere to its
technological-outdated rule prohibiting parties from citing
such decisions . . . thus pretending that this decision never
happened and that it remains free to decide an identical case
in the opposite manner because it remains unbound by this
precedent. This Court nevertheless finds the opinion of a
distinguished Second Circuit panel highly persuasive, at least
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as worthy of citation as law review student notes, and
eminently predictive of how the Court would in fact decide a
future case such as this one.”
d. Fourth, there are some areas of the law in which
unpublished opinions are particularly valuable. One appellate judge,
after describing a recent occasion on which a staff attorney had cited
many unpublished decisions in advising a panel of judges about how
to dispose of a case, commented as follows:
“Judges rely on this material for one reason; it is helpful. For
instance, unpublished orders often address recurring issues of
adjective law rarely covered in published opinions. . . . We have
all encountered the situation in which there is no precedent in our
own circuit, but research reveals that colleagues in other circuits
have written on the issue, albeit in an unpublished order. I see no
reason why we ought not be allowed to consider such material,
and I certainly do not understand why counsel, obligated to
present the best possible case for his client, should be denied the
right to comment on legal material in the public domain.” [03AP-335]
e. Fifth, unpublished opinions can be particularly helpful to
district court judges, who so often must exercise discretion in
applying relatively settled law to an infinite variety of facts. For
example, district courts are instructed to strive for uniformity in
sentencing, and thus they are often anxious for any evidence about
how similarly situated defendants are being treated by other judges.
Many unpublished opinions provide this information. The value of
unpublished opinions to district court judges may explain why only
4 of the 1000-plus active and senior district judges in the United
States — including only 2 of the 150-plus district judges in the Ninth
Circuit — submitted comments opposing Rule 32.1.
f. Sixth, there is not already “too much law,” as some
opponents of Rule 32.1 claim. As one distinguished federal appellate
judge wrote in one of his books: “Despite the vast number of
published opinions, most federal circuit judges will confess that a
surprising fraction of federal appeals, at least in civil cases, are
difficult to decide not because there are too many precedents but
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because there are too few on point.”*** Attorneys are most likely to
cite — and judges are most likely to consult — an unpublished
opinion not because it contains a sweeping statement of law (a
statement that can be found in countless published opinions), but
because the facts of the case are very similar to the facts of the case
before the court. Parties should be able to bring such factuallysimilar cases to a court’s attention, and courts should be able to
consult them for what they are worth.
g. For all of these reasons, no-citation rules should be
abolished. When attorneys can and do read unpublished opinions —
and when judges can and do get influenced by unpublished opinions
— it makes no sense to prohibit attorneys and judges from talking
about the opinions that both are reading.
3. In addition to the evidence that unpublished opinions do
indeed often serve as sources of “insight” and “information” for both
attorneys and judges, there are other reasons to doubt the oft-repeated
claim that unpublished opinions merely apply settled law to routine
facts and therefore have no precedential value:
a. It is difficult for a court to predict whether a case will
have precedential value. “Only when a case comes along with
arguably comparable facts does the precedential relevance of an
earlier decision-with-opinion arise. This point naturally leads one to
question how an appellate panel can, ex ante, determine the
precedential significance of its ruling. Lacking omniscience, an
appellate panel cannot predict what may come before its court in
future days.” [03-AP-435] As one attorney commented: “[W]e can
and do expect a lot from our judges, but the assumption that any
court can know, at the time of issuing a decision, that the decision
neither adds (whatsoever) to already existing case law and that it
could never contribute (in any way) to future development of the law,
strikes me as hero-worship taken beyond the cusp of reality.” [03-AP454]
b. Even if a court could reliably predict whether an opinion
establishes a precedent worth being cited, making that decision would
itself take a lot of time. “The very choice of treating an appealed case
as non-precedential, if done conscientiously, has to be preceded by

***

Richard A. Posner, The Federal Courts: Challenge and Reform
166 (1996). I should note that Judge Posner opposes Rule 32.1.
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thoughtful analysis of the relevant precedents.” [03-AP-435] Time,
of course, is precisely what courts who issue unpublished opinions
say they do not have.
c. Given these limitations, it is not surprising that courts often
designate as “unpublished” decisions that should be citable. The
most famous example involves the Fourth Circuit’s declaring an Act
of Congress unconstitutional in an unpublished opinion — something
that the Supreme Court labeled “remarkable and unusual.” United
States v. Edge Broadcasting Co., 509 U.S. 418, 425 n.3 (1993).
Other examples abound. For example, in United States v. RiveraSanchez, 222 F.3d 1057, 1062-63 (9th Cir. 2000), the court described
how 20 inconsistent unpublished opinions on the same unresolved
and difficult question of law had been issued by Ninth Circuit panels
before a citable decision settled the issue.
d. More evidence of the unreliability of these designations
can be found in the many unpublished decisions that have been
reviewed by the Supreme Court. (A recent example is Muhammad
v. Close, 124 S. Ct. 1303, 1306 (2004), in which the Supreme Court
reversed an unpublished decision that “was flawed as a matter of
fact” — suggesting that the facts were neither clear nor
straightforward — “and as a matter of law” — because the opinion
took what the Supreme Court regarded as the wrong side of a circuit
split.) The fact that the Supreme Court decides to review a case does
not necessarily mean that the circuit made a mistake in designating
the opinion as unpublished, but the fact that an opinion was deemed
“certworthy” by the Supreme Court does suggest that something
worthy of being cited may have occurred in that opinion.
e. Many unpublished opinions reverse the decisions of
district courts or are accompanied by concurrences or dissents —
implying that their results may not be clear or uncontroversial.
f. Researchers who have studied unpublished opinions have
found that the decision to designate an opinion as unpublished is
influenced by factors other than the novelty or complexity of the
issues. For example, the background of judges plays a role. The
more experience that a judge had with an area of law in practice, the
less likely the judge is to publish opinions in that area (which,
ironically, means that citable opinions in that area will
disproportionately be published by the judges who know the least
about it).
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4. Even if, despite all of this evidence, it remains unclear
whether unpublished opinions offer much insight or information,
Rule 32.1 has a major advantage over no-citation rules: It lets the
“market” function and determine the value of unpublished opinions.
a. A glaring inconsistency runs through the arguments of the
opponents of Rule 32.1. On the one hand, they argue that
unpublished opinions contain nothing of value — that such opinions
are useless, fact-free, poorly-worded, hastily-converted bench memos
written by 26-year-old law clerks. On the other hand, they argue that,
if Rule 32.1 is approved, attorneys will be devoting thousands of
hours to researching these worthless opinions, briefs will be crammed
with citations to these worthless opinions, district courts will feel
compelled to follow these worthless opinions, and circuit judges will
have no alternative but to carefully analyze and distinguish these
worthless opinions.
b. Opponents of Rule 32.1 can’t have it both ways. Either (i)
unpublished opinions contain something of value, in which case
parties should be able to cite them, or (ii) unpublished opinions
contain nothing of value, in which case parties won’t cite them.
c. Under no-citation rules, judges make this decision; they
bar the citation of unpublished decisions. If they’re wrong in their
assessment, the “market” cannot correct them because there is no
“market.” Under Rule 32.1, the “market” makes this decision.
Unpublished opinions will be cited if they are valuable, and they will
not be cited if they are not valuable.
5. No-citation rules create several other problems —
problems that Rule 32.1 would eliminate:
a. No-citation rules lead to arbitrariness and injustice. Our
common law system is founded on the notion that like cases should
be decided in a like manner. It helps no one — not judges, not
attorneys, not parties — when attorneys are forbidden even to tell a
court how it decided a similar case in the past. Such a practice can
only increase the chances that like cases will not be treated alike.
b. No-citation rules undermine accountability. It is striking
that judges opposing Rule 32.1 have argued, in essence: “If parties
could tell us what we’ve done, we’d feel morally obliged to justify
ourselves. Therefore, we are going to forbid parties from telling us
what we’ve done.” Put differently, judges opposing Rule 32.1 have
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insisted on the right to decide x in one case and “not x” in another
case and not even be asked to reconcile the seemingly inconsistent
decisions. Judges always have the right to explain or distinguish their
past decisions or to honestly and openly change their minds. But
judges should not have the right to forbid parties from mentioning
their past decisions. As one judge wrote: “Public accountability
requires that we not be immune from criticism; allowing the bar to
render that criticism in their submissions to us is one of the most
effective ways to ensure that we give each case the attention that it
deserves.” [03-AP-335]
c. No-citation rules undermine confidence in the judicial
system.
i. No-citation rules make absolutely no sense to nonlawyers. It is almost impossible to explain to a client why a court
will not allow his or her lawyer to mention that the court has
addressed the same issue in the past — or applied the same law to a
similar set of facts. Clients just don’t get it.
ii. Because no-citation rules are so difficult for the
average citizen to understand, they create the appearance that courts
have something to hide — that unpublished opinions are being used
for improper purposes. As one judge wrote:
“It is hard for courts to insist that lawyers pretend that a large
body of decisions, readily indexed and searched, does not
exist. Lawyers can cite everything from decisions of the
Supreme Court to ‘revised and extended remarks’ inserted
into the Congressional Record to op-ed pieces in local
newspapers; why should the ‘unpublished’ judicial orders be
the only matter off limits to citation and argument? It implies
judges have something to hide.
“In some corners, there is a perception that they do — that
unpublished orders are used to sweep under the rug
departures from precedent. [This judge is confident that, at
least in his circuit, unpublished opinions are not used
improperly.] Still, to the extent that . . . the bar believes that
this occurs, whether it does or not . . . allowing citation serves
a salutary purpose and reinforces public confidence in the
administration of justice.” [03-AP-367]
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iii. No-citation rules also give rise to the appearance —
if not the reality — of two classes of justice: high-quality justice for
wealthy parties represented by big law firms, and low-quality justice
for “no-name appellants represented by no-name attorneys.” [03-AP408]
— Large institutional litigants — and the big firms that
represent them — disproportionately receive careful
attention to their briefs, oral argument, and a
published decision written by a judge. Others —
including the poor and the middle class, prisoners,
and pro se litigants — disproportionately receive a
quick skim of their briefs, no oral argument, and an
unpublished decision copied out of a bench memo by
a clerk.
— Defenders of no-citation rules insist that, although
judges pay little attention to the language of
unpublished opinions, they are careful to ensure that
the results are correct. The problem with this
argument is that it “assumes that reasoning and
writing are not linked, that is, that clarity
characterizes the panel’s thinking about the proper
decisional rule, but writing out that clear thinking is
too burdensome.” [03-AP-435] As every judge who
has had the experience of finding that an initial
decision just “won’t write” — and that is every judge
— it is manifestly untrue that reasoning and writing
can be separated. One judge put it this way: “There
is . . . a wholesome, and perhaps necessary, discipline
in our ensuring that unpublished orders can be cited
to the courts. . . . [R]elegating this material to noncitable status is an invitation toward mediocrity in
decisionmaking and the maintenance of a subclass of
cases that often do not get equal treatment with the
cases in which a published decision is rendered.” [03AP-335]
d. The inconsistent local rules among circuits do indeed
create a hardship for attorneys who practice in more than one circuit
— a hardship that opponents of Rule 32.1 too quickly dismiss.
i. The suggestion of some opponents of Rule 32.1 that the
Committee is insincere in its concern for the impact of inconsistent
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local rules on those who practice in more than one circuit is belied by
the fact that perhaps no problem has been the focus of more of the
Advisory Committee’s and Standing Committee’s attention over the
past few years. The Appellate Rules have been amended several
times — most recently in 2002 — to eliminate variations in local
rules. Rule 32.1 and other of the rules published in August 2003
would do the same. The Advisory Committee and the Standing
Committee believe strongly that an attorney should be able to file an
appeal in a circuit without having to read and follow dozens of pages
of local rules.
ii. Inconsistent local rules can only be eliminated one at
a time. Any rule that makes federal appellate practice more uniform
by eliminating one set of inconsistent local rules is obviously going
to leave other inconsistent local rules untouched. That is not an
excuse for opposing the rule.
e. Opponents of Rule 32.1 have also been too quick to
dismiss the First Amendment problems posed by no-citation rules.
i. No-citation rules offend First Amendment values — if
not the First Amendment itself — in banning truthful speech about a
matter of public concern — indeed, about a governmental action that
is in the public domain. They also offend First Amendment values
in forbidding an attorney from making a particular type of argument
in support of his or her client — a type of argument that is forbidden,
at least in part, because it would put the court to the inconvenience of
having to defend, explain, or distinguish one of its own prior actions.
What the Supreme Court said in Legal Services Corp. v. Velazquez,
531 U.S. 533, 544-45 (2001), about restrictions that Congress had
placed on legal services attorneys could be said about the restrictions
that no-citation rules place on all attorneys:
“Restricting LSC attorneys in . . . presenting arguments and
analyses to the courts distorts the legal system by altering the
traditional role of the attorneys. . . . An informed,
independent judiciary presumes an informed, independent
bar. . . . By seeking to prohibit the analysis of certain legal
issues and to truncate presentation to the courts, the
enactment under review prohibits speech and expression upon
which courts must depend for the proper exercise of the
judicial power.”
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ii. No-citation rules are not like limits on the size of
briefs. They differ in the character of the restriction and in the
interest purportedly being served by the restriction. A 30-page limit
on briefs does not forbid an attorney from making a particular
argument or citing a particular action of the court, and page limits —
which every court in America imposes — are necessary if courts are
to function. No-citation rules, by contrast, forbid particular
arguments (arguments that ask a court to follow one of its prior
unpublished decisions), are imposed by only some courts, and are
imposed by courts in order to protect themselves from having to take
responsibility for their prior actions.
6. In opposing Rule 32.1, commentators offer a “parade of
horribles” that they claim will be suffered by judges, attorneys, and
parties if no-citation rules are abolished.
a. Many of the “horribles” in this parade are the same
“horribles” that were paraded out when unpublished opinions became
available on Westlaw and Lexis — and then again when unpublished
opinions started being published in the Federal Appendix. None of
the predictions was accurate.
b. The predictions regarding Rule 32.1 are no more reliable.
Dozens of state and federal courts have already liberalized or
abolished no-citation rules, and there is absolutely no evidence that
the dire predictions of Rule 32.1’s opponents have been realized in
those jurisdictions. There is no evidence, for example, that judges are
spending more time writing unpublished opinions or that attorneys
are bombarding courts with citations to unpublished opinions or that
legal bills have skyrocketed for clients. While it is true that there are
differences among circuits, the circuits that permit citation are similar
enough to the circuits that forbid citation that there should be some
evidence that liberal citation rules cause harm, and yet no such
evidence exists.
c. It is no accident that most of the opposition to permitting
citation to unpublished opinions comes from judges and attorneys
who have no experience permitting citation to unpublished opinions.
It is likewise no accident that little opposition to Rule 32.1 was heard
from the judges and attorneys who have such experience. As one
judge commented: “What would matter are adverse effects and
adverse reactions from the bar or judges of the 9 circuits (and 21
states) that now allow citation to unpublished opinions. And from
that quarter no protest has been heard. This implies to me that the
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benefits of accountability and uniform national practice carry the
day.” [03-AP-367]
7. Regarding the argument that Rule 32.1 would dramatically
increase the workload of judges:
a. First, there is no evidence that this has occurred in
jurisdictions that have abandoned or liberalized citation rules. One
reason why liberalizing citation rules does not seem to result in more
work for judges is that unpublished opinions have never been written
just for parties and counsel, as proponents of no-citation rules insist.
Those decisions have also been written for the en banc court and the
Supreme Court. “This may be why the nine circuits that allow
citation to these documents have not experienced difficulty: the
prospect of citation to a different panel requires no more of the
order’s author than does the prospect of criticism in a petition for a
writ of certiorari.” [03-AP-367]
b. Second, judges already have available to them options that
would reduce their workloads far more than no-citation rules.
i. Judges now spend too much time on drafting published
opinions.
— The overwork that judges cite in arguing against Rule
32.1 is in part a function of increasing caseloads —
which are largely outside of judges’ control — but
also a function of a particular style of judging. Some
of the arguments against Rule 32.1 reflect an attitude
toward judging that has become too common in the
federal appellate courts and that should be changed.
— A judge who claims that he or she sometimes needs to
go through 70 or 80 drafts of an opinion before
getting every word exactly right has confused the
function of a judge with the function of a legislator.
Judges are appointed not to draft statutes, but to
resolve concrete disputes. What they hold is law;
everything else is dicta. Lower court judges
understand this; they know how to read a decision and
extract its holding.
— Judges could save a lot of time if they would abandon
“the discursive, endless federal appellate opinion.”
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[03-AP-435] Judges should write short, direct
opinions that address only the one or two issues that
most need substantial discussion. Instead, judges too
often trudge through every issue mentioned anywhere
in a brief. Judges should also spend less time
obsessing over every footnote and comma.
ii. Judges also now spend too much time on drafting
unpublished opinions.
— If unpublished opinions were written as judges claim
— if they were two- or three-paragraph opinions that
started with “the parties are familiar with the facts”
and then very briefly described why the court agreed
or disagreed with the major contentions — then
parties would not want to cite them. But many
unpublished decisions go far beyond this. They are
10 or 12 pages long, they contain a great deal of
discussion of the facts, and they go on and on about
the law. If an opinion looks like a duck and quacks
like a duck, parties are going to want to cite it like a
duck.
— It is odd to fix the problems with unpublished
opinions not by fixing the problems with unpublished
opinions but by barring people from talking about
unpublished opinions. Judges would not need nocitation rules if they would confine themselves to
issuing (1) full precedential opinions in cases that
warrant such treatment or (2) two- or three-paragraph
explanations in cases that do not. The problem is that
judges insist on “a third, intermediate option: a full
and reasoned but unprecedent[ial] appellate opinion.”
[03-AP-219] Judges have only themselves to blame.
c. Third, if abolishing no-citation rules had the impact on
judges’ workload that Rule 32.1’s opponents fear, then no-citation
rules would not be on the wrong side of history. But they are. “The
citadel of no-citation rules is falling. There is a clear trend, both in
the individual federal circuits and in the states, toward abandoning
those rules. Nine of the thirteen circuits now allow citation of
unpublished opinions. And while a majority of the states still
prohibit such citation, the margin is slim and dwindling.” [03-AP032] As courts have uniformly gotten more busy, the trend has
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uniformly been toward liberalizing rules regarding the citation of
unpublished opinions. Obviously even busy courts have been able to
handle their caseloads despite abolishing no-citation rules.
d. Rule 32.1 would, in some respects, reduce the workload
of judges, because no-citation rules require judges and litigants to
treat as issues of first impression questions that have already been
addressed many times by the circuit.
i. Take, for example, United States v. Rivera-Sanchez,
222 F.3d 1057, 1062-63 (9th Cir. 2000), in which the Ninth Circuit
admitted that various panels had issued at least 20 unpublished
opinions resolving the same unsettled issue of law at least three
different ways — all before any published opinion addressed the
issue. To quote Rivera-Sanchez,
“Our conclusion that this decision meets the criteria for
publication was prompted by the fact that it establishes a rule
of law that we had not previously announced in a published
opinion. Various three-judge panels of our court, however,
have issued a number of unpublished memorandum decisions
taking different approaches to resolving the question whether
the Supreme Court’s opinion in Almendarez-Torres v. United
States, 523 U.S. 224 (1998), requires a district court faced
with a defendant convicted of illegal re-entry after
deportation whose indictment refers to both 8 U.S.C. §
1326(a) and 8 U.S.C. § 1326(b)(2) to resentence or merely
correct the judgment of conviction. These conflicting
mandates undoubtedly have created no small amount of
confusion for district judges who serve in border districts.
While our present circuit rules prohibit the citation of
unpublished memorandum dispositions, see 9th Cir. R. 36-3,
we are mindful of the fact that they are readily available in on
line legal databases such as Westlaw and Lexis.
“During oral argument, we asked counsel to submit a list
of the unpublished dispositions of this court that have
confronted this issue. The parties produced a list of twenty
separate unpublished dispositions instructing district courts to
take a total of three different approaches to correct the
problem. Under our rules, these unpublished memorandum
dispositions have no precedential value, see 9th Cir. R. 36-3,
and this opinion now reflects the law of the circuit. To avoid
even the possibility that someone might rely upon them,
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however, we list these unpublished memorandum decisions
below so that counsel and the district courts will know that
each of them has been superseded today.”
ii. It is hard to know how the Ninth Circuit’s no-citation
rule saved the court any time in this instance. An issue that could
have been settled authoritatively on the first or second occasion
instead was litigated at least 21 times. Had an attorney representing
a party in, say, the sixth case been able to draw the court’s attention
to its five prior decisions, it seems likely that the court would have
issued a published opinion settling the issue. And attorneys likely
would not have litigated the issue over and over again if the court’s
rules had not required them to treat an issue that had already been
addressed 20 times as an issue of first impression. No-citation rules
keep issues “in play” — and thus encourage litigation — much
longer than necessary.
8. Regarding the argument that Rule 32.1 would result in
more one-line dispositions:
a. Opponents of Rule 32.1 have argued both (i) that one-line
dispositions would be harmful because parties would not get an
explanation of why they won or lost and (ii) that the explanation that
many unpublished opinions give parties about why they won or lost
is not accurate. What judges are arguing is that they need to be able
to keep up the illusion of giving parties adequate explanations for the
results of cases. This is not a compelling reason to maintain nocitation rules.
b. It would be better for courts to issue no opinion at all than
an opinion that so poorly reflects the views of the judges that those
judges are unwilling to have it cited back to them. If, as many judges
claim, unpublished opinions accurately report only a result — and not
necessarily the reason for the result — then the court should just issue
a result. As one commentator wrote: “If the result of adopting the
proposed rule is to force judicial staff to write less in unpublished
orders, then so be it. It is better to have a one-sentence disposition
written by an actual judge th[a]n three pages written by a recent law
school graduate masquerading as a judge. There is no point . . . for
offering an explanation of the court’s reasoning to litigants when the
court itself is unwilling to be bound by that reasoning.” [03-AP-414]
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9. Regarding the argument that Rule 32.1 would result in
unpublished opinions being used to mislead courts — or that courts
would misuse or misunderstand unpublished opinions:
a. The circuit judges who write unpublished opinions do not
need this protection. Whatever the flaws of unpublished opinions,
those flaws are best known to the judges who write them. It is
unlikely that a court will give its own opinion “too much” weight or
not understand the limitations of an opinion that it wrote.
b. Lower court judges also do not need this protection.
i. Some of the comments against Rule 32.1 take a dim
view of the abilities of district court judges. Commentators suggest,
for example, that no-citation rules are needed to keep district court
judges from being “distracted” by citations to unpublished opinions
and to prevent judges from giving those opinions too much weight.
ii. This concern is misplaced. District court judges are
entrusted on a daily basis with the lives and fortunes of those who
appear before them. They regularly grapple with the most
complicated legal and factual issues imaginable. They are quite
capable of understanding and respecting the limitations of
unpublished opinions.
iii. District courts have nonbinding authorities cited to
them every day. For example, a district court in Oregon may have a
decision of the Ninth Circuit, a decision of the Second Circuit, a
decision of the Illinois Supreme Court, and a law review article cited
to it in the course of one brief. It is not terribly difficult for the
district court to understand the difference between the Ninth Circuit
cite and the other cites. Likewise, it will not be terribly difficult for
the district court to understand the difference between a published
opinion of the Ninth Circuit that it is obligated to follow and an
unpublished decision that it is not.
iv. District judges have the courage to disagree with
unpublished decisions that they believe are wrong. Moreover, given
that numerous circuit judges have commented publicly about the poor
quality of unpublished decisions, it may not even take much courage
to disagree with those decisions. In several circuits, unpublished
decisions can be cited to district courts, and there is no evidence that
district courts have felt compelled to treat those decisions as binding
for fear of provoking the appellate courts.
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10. Regarding the argument that Rule 32.1 would result in
attorneys having to do much more legal research and clients having
to pay much higher legal bills:
a. To begin with, if no-citation rules really spared attorneys
and their clients from the fate predicted by opponents of Rule 32.1,
then those rules would be widely supported by the bar. They are not,
at least outside of the Ninth Circuit:
i. The ABA House of Delegates declared in 2001 that nocitation rules are “contrary to the best interests of the public and the
legal profession” and called upon the federal appellate courts to
“permit citation to relevant unpublished opinions.”
ii. The former chair of the D.C. Circuit’s Advisory
Committee on Procedures wrote: “Probably more than any other
facet of appellate practice, these [no-citation] policies have drawn
well-deserved criticism from the bar and from scholars. When I
chaired the D.C. Circuit’s Advisory Committee on Procedures, this
kind of practice was perennially and uniformly condemned — all to
no avail.” [03-AP-016]
iii. Rule 32.1 is supported by such national organizations
as the ABA and the American College of Trial Lawyers, by bar
organizations in New York and Michigan, and by such public interest
organizations as Public Citizen Litigation Group and Trial Lawyers
for Public Justice.
iv. By contrast, only lawyers who clerked for or who
appear before Ninth Circuit judges have complained in great number
about Rule 32.1. If Rule 32.1 were likely to create the predicted
problems, lawyers from throughout the United States should be rising
up against it, led by such organizations as the ABA.
b. In any event, Rule 32.1 would not create serious problems
for attorneys and their clients:
i. Opponents of Rule 32.1 are simply wrong in arguing
that they now have no duty to research unpublished opinions, but, if
those opinions could be cited, they would then have a duty to
research all unpublished opinions.
ii. It is not the ability to cite unpublished opinions that
triggers a duty to research them.
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— If unpublished opinions contain something of value,
then attorneys already have an obligation to research
them — so as to be able to advise clients about the
legality of their conduct, predict the outcome of
litigation, and get ideas about how to frame and argue
issues before the court.
— If unpublished opinions do not contain something of
value, then attorneys will not have an obligation to
research them even if they can be cited. No rule of
professional responsibility requires attorneys to
research useless materials.
iii. In researching unpublished opinions, attorneys already
apply the same common sense that they apply in researching
everything else. No attorney conducts research by reading every
case, treatise, law review article, and other writing in existence on a
particular point — and no attorney will conduct research that way if
unpublished opinions can be cited. If a point is well-covered by
published opinions, an attorney will not read unpublished opinions at
all. But if a point is not addressed in any published opinion, an
attorney will look at unpublished opinions, as he or she should.
11. Several of those who commented in favor of Rule 32.1
made clear that they were doing so only because they view it as a
valuable “first step.” These commentators argued that the practice of
issuing unpublished decisions should be abolished and criticized the
Committee for “legitimizing” or “tacitly endorsing” the practice in
Rule 32.1. At the same time, at least one judge said that he did not
object to Rule 32.1, but that he wanted to put the Committee on
notice that he would strongly oppose any future rule requiring that
unpublished opinions be treated as precedential.
b. Summary of Arguments Regarding Form
Not surprisingly, the comments that we received about Rule
32.1 focused on the substance, not on the drafting. Most of the
remarks about the drafting were off-hand, such as the occasional
comment that Rule 32.1 was “clear” or “well drafted.” The
commentators did not seem to have any trouble understanding the
rule.
The only confusion about the meaning of the rule that
appeared with any frequency in the comments was the assumption
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that the rule would require courts to treat unpublished opinions as
binding precedent. (I am not referring to the commentators who
explained why they thought Rule 32.1 would do so de facto; I am
referring only to those who seemed to assume that it would do so de
jure.) It is difficult to know how much confusion exists on this point,
as the commentators used the word “precedent” loosely. Some used
it to mean binding precedent; others used it to mean merely nonbinding guidance; and still others were not clear about how they were
using it. In any event, I do not believe that this confusion can be
traced to the drafting of either the rule or the Committee Note.
Rather, I suspect that, to the extent that there was confusion on the
point, it was confined to commentators who had heard about the rule
but had not read it themselves.
Several commentators — in reference to the sentence in the
Committee Note about the “conflicting” local rules of the courts of
appeals — pointed out that the rules do not “conflict,” in the sense of
demanding inconsistent conduct from any person, because each
circuit’s rule applies only to that circuit’s unpublished opinions.
Only three commentators — all supporters of Rule 32.1 —
suggested that it be rewritten in some respect:
Philip Allen Lacovara, Esq. (03-AP-016) supports Rule
32.1, but recommends a couple of changes:
1. Mr. Lacovara objects that, by referring to dispositions that
have been “designated as . . . ‘non-precedential,” Rule 32.1(a)
“necessarily implies that such designations have legal force and
effect” — something Mr. Lacovara disputes. So as to avoid
“legitimizing” the attempts by judges to label some of their opinions
“non-precedential,” Rule 32.1(a) should end with the word
“dispositions”: “No prohibition or restriction may be imposed upon
the citation of judicial opinions, orders, judgments, or other written
dispositions.”
2. Mr. Lacovara argues that, even if that suggestion is
rejected, the Committee should eliminate the “generally imposed”
clause in Rule 32.1(a). He thinks it is “ludicrous” for the Committee
to approve a proposed rule “that appears to license the circuits by
local rule to ban all citations to all prior decisions.” He also
dismisses the concern, mentioned in the Committee Note, that a
circuit might promulgate a local rule requiring that copies of all
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unpublished opinions cited in a brief be served and filed. He believes
that such a local rule is already foreclosed by Rule 32.1(b).
Prof. Stephen R. Barnett of the University of California at
Berkeley School of Law (Boalt Hall) (03-AP-032) strongly supports
the substance of Rule 32.1(a), but, in a recent law review article, was
very critical of its drafting — and, in particular, of the decision to
forego what he calls a “permissive” approach (that is, to state
affirmatively that unpublished opinions may be cited) in favor of a
“prohibitory” approach (that is, to bar restrictions on the citation of
unpublished opinions):
1. Despite acknowledging that the text of the rule addresses
only the “citation” of unpublished opinions, and despite
acknowledging that the Committee Note “is at pains to make clear
that [the] proposed Rule ‘says nothing whatsoever about the effect
that a court must give’ to an unpublished opinion,” Prof. Barnett still
believes that it is “not clear” whether Rule 32.1(a) would force courts
to treat unpublished opinions as binding precedent. He argues that a
local rule deeming unpublished opinions to be “non-precedential”
could be seen as a “restriction” placed upon the “citation” of those
opinions — and, because this “restriction” would be placed only
upon unpublished opinions, it would be barred by Rule 32.1(a) as
drafted. Prof. Barnett argues this problem — and others — could be
avoided if Rule 32.1(a) would simply state affirmatively: “Any
opinion, order, judgment, or other disposition by a federal court may
be cited to or by any court.”
2. Prof. Barnett acknowledges that his alternative would not
prevent courts from placing restrictions upon the citation of
unpublished opinions, such as branding them as “disfavored” or
providing that they can be cited only when no published opinion will
serve as well. But Prof. Barnett makes three points about these
restrictions (which he refers to as “discouraging words”):
a. First, Prof. Barnett argues that it is not clear whether a
local rule that disfavors the citation of unpublished
opinions or that restricts the citation of unpublished
opinions to situations in which adequate published
opinions are lacking imposes a “restriction” upon the
citation of unpublished opinions — and thus it is unclear
whether Rule 32.1(a) as drafted is effective in barring
such local rules. He argues that to instruct counsel that
citation of unpublished opinions is “disfavored” is not
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necessarily to “restrict” their citation. He also points out
that some restrictions on citation are worded in terms of
counsel’s “belief” about the adequacy of published
opinions on an issue — and that such rules are more
“admonitory” than “enforceable.” He concedes, though,
that some local rules do appear to impose a “restriction”
on citation, and thus would be barred by Rule 32.1(a) as
drafted — but not by his alternative.
b. Second, Prof. Barnett downplays the possibility that a
circuit dominated by “adamant anti-citationists . . . might
impose some ‘prohibition or restriction’ that would make
it difficult or impossible for attorneys to cite unpublished
opinions.” In Prof. Barnett’s view, “[f]ederal circuit
judges can be expected to obey the Federal Rules of
Appellate Procedure, and to do so in spirit as well as in
letter.”
c. Finally, Prof. Barnett argues that, in any event, circuits
should be able to discourage the citation of unpublished
opinions and should be able to impose restrictions upon
them — such as the restriction that they can be cited only
when adequate published opinions are absent. Prof.
Barnett repeats the familiar arguments about the lesser
quality of unpublished opinions and argues that there is
nothing wrong with treating them as “second-class
precedents” — “as long as the[ir] citation is allowed.”
Judge Frank H. Easterbrook of the Seventh Circuit (03-AP367) supports the rule, but generally agrees with Prof. Barnett’s
comments about drafting. He also singles out for criticism the
following sentence in the Committee Note: “At the same time, Rule
32.1(a) does not prevent courts from imposing restrictions as to form
upon the citation of all judicial opinions (such as a rule requiring that
case names appear in italics or a rule requiring parties to follow The
Bluebook in citing judicial opinions.”) Judge Easterbrook points out
that Rule 32(e) does bar circuits from imposing typeface or other
requirements, and thus the Committee Note to Rule 32.1 should not
imply that circuits retain this authority.
The Style Subcommittee (04-AP-A) makes the following
suggestions:
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1.
Change the heading from “Citation of Judicial
Dispositions” to “Citing Judicial Dispositions.”
2. In subdivision (a), change “upon the citation of” to “on
citing” both places where the phrase occurs.
3. In subdivision (b), change “A party who cites” to “If a
party cites,” insert a comma after “database,” insert “the party”
before “must file,” and delete “other written.”
c. List of Commentators
i. Commentators Who Oppose Proposed Rule
Federal Circuit Court Judges
First Circuit
Chief Judge Michael Boudin (03-AP-192) (did not expressly oppose
Rule 32.1, but said that almost all of the First Circuit’s judges believe
that restricting citation to situations in which no published opinion
adequately addresses the issue is “a reasonable local limitation”)
Second Circuit
Chief Judge John M. Walker, Jr. (03-AP-329) (on behalf of himself
and 18 active and senior judges on the Second Circuit) (Chief Judge
Walker testified at 4/13 hearing)
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Third Circuit
Senior Judge Ruggero J. Aldisert (03-AP-293)
Fourth Circuit
Judge M. Blane Michael (03-AP-401)
Fifth Circuit
Senior Judge Thomas M. Reavley (03-AP-170)
Sixth Circuit
Judge Boyce F. Martin, Jr. (03-AP-269)
Seventh Circuit
Judges John L. Coffey, Richard D. Cudahy, Terence Evans, Michael
S. Kanne, Daniel A. Manion, Richard A. Posner, Ilana Diamond
Rovner, Diane P. Wood, and Ann Claire Williams (03-AP-396) (joint
letter) (Judge Wood testified at 4/13 hearing)
Eighth Circuit
Senior Judge Myron H. Bright (03-AP-047) (Judge Bright testified
at 4/13 hearing)
Chief Judge James B. Loken (03-AP-499) (reporting that 7 of 9
active judges and 3 of 4 senior judges expressing a view on Rule 32.1
opposed it)
Ninth Circuit
Senior Judge Arthur L. Alarcón (03-AP-290)
Judge Carlos Tiburcio Bea (03-AP-130)
Senior Judge Robert R. Beezer (03-AP-292)
Judge Marsha S. Berzon (03-AP-134)
Senior Judge Robert Boochever (03-AP-046)
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Senior Judge James R. Browning (03-AP-076)
Judge Jay S. Bybee (03-AP-327)
Judge Consuelo M. Callahan (03-AP-318)
Senior Judge William C. Canby, Jr. (03-AP-110)
Senior Judge Jerome Farris (03-AP-156)
Senior Judge Warren J. Ferguson (03-AP-167)
Senior Judge Ferdinand F. Fernandez (03-AP-061)
Judge Raymond C. Fisher (03-AP-366)
Judge William A. Fletcher (03-AP-059)
Senior Judge Alfred T. Goodwin (03-AP-026)
Judge Susan P. Graber (03-AP-400)
Senior Judge Cynthia Holcomb Hall (03-AP-133)
Judge Michael Daly Hawkins (03-AP-291)
Senior Judge Procter Hug, Jr. (03-AP-063)
Judge Alex Kozinski (03-AP-169)
Senior Judge Edward Leavy (03-AP-289)
Judge M. Margaret McKeown (03-AP-350)
Senior Judge Dorothy W. Nelson (03-AP-131)
Senior Judge Thomas G. Nelson (03-AP-067)
Senior Judge John T. Noonan, Jr. (03-AP-052)
Judge Diarmuid F. O’Scannlain (03-AP-285)
Judge Richard A. Paez (03-AP-273)
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Judge Stephen Reinhardt (03-AP-402)
Judge Pamela Ann Rymer (03-AP-233)
Judge Barry G. Silverman (03-AP-075)
Senior Judge Otto R. Skopil, Jr. (03-AP-135)
Senior Judge Joseph T. Sneed (03-AP-077)
Judge Richard C. Tallman (03-AP-081)
Judge Sidney R. Thomas (03-AP-398)
Senior Judge David R. Thompson (03-AP-403)
Judge Stephen S. Trott (03-AP-129)
Senior Judge J. Clifford Wallace (03-AP-082)
Judge Kim McLane Wardlaw (03-AP-132)
Tenth Circuit
None
Eleventh Circuit
Judge Stanley F. Birch, Jr. (03-AP-496)
Federal Circuit
Judge Timothy B. Dyk (03-AP-397)
Senior Judge Daniel M. Friedman (03-AP-506)
Chief Judge Haldane Robert Mayer (03-AP-086) (on behalf of all
Federal Circuit judges) (Chief Judge Mayer and Judge William Curtis
Bryson testified at 4/13 hearing)
Judge Paul R. Michel (03-AP-505)
Senior Judge S. Jay Plager (03-AP-297)
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Federal District Court Judges
Northern District of California
Senior Judge William W. Schwarzer (03-AP-065)
District of Hawaii
Chief Judge David Alan Ezra (03-AP-250)
Northern District of Illinois
Judge Robert W. Gettleman (03-AP-054)
Senior Judge Milton I. Shadur (03-AP-066)

Federal Magistrate Judges
District of Arizona
Magistrate Judge Virginia A. Mathis (03-AP-136)
Central District of California
Magistrate Judge Jeffrey W. Johnson (03-AP-399)
Magistrate Judge Joseph Reichmann (Retired) (03-AP-484)

Federal Bankruptcy Judges
Central District of California
Judge Alan M. Ahart (03-AP-351)
Judge Ellen Carroll (03-AP-278)
Judge Geraldine Mund (03-AP-074)
Chief Judge Barry Russell (03-AP-405)
Judge John E. Ryan (03-AP-252)
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Judge Maureen A. Tighe (03-AP-294)
Judge Vincent P. Zurzolo (03-AP-174)
Southern District of California
Chief Judge John J. Hargrove (03-AP-281) (on behalf of himself and
3 other judges on his court)
Eastern District of Washington
Judge Patricia C. Williams (03-AP-056)

Other Federal Judges
U.S. Court of International Trade
Chief Judge Jane A. Restani (03-AP-137)
U.S. Tax Court
Judge Mark V. Holmes (03-AP-359)

State Appellate Judges
California
Justice William W. Bedsworth, California Court of Appeal, Fourth
Appellate District (03-AP-280) (on behalf of himself and 5
colleagues)
Justice Paul Boland, California Court of Appeal, Second Appellate
District (03-AP-295)
Chief Justice Ronald M. George, Supreme Court of California (03AP-471)
Presiding Justice Laurence D. Kay, California Court of Appeal, First
Appellate District (03-AP-404)
Justice Richard C. Neal (retired), California Court of Appeal, Second
Appellate District (03-AP-126)
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Presiding Justice Robert K. Puglia (retired), California Court of
Appeal, Third Appellate District (03-AP-155)
Justice Maria P. Rivera, California Court of Appeal, First Appellate
District (03-AP-048)
Justice W.F. Rylaarsdam, California Court of Appeal, Fourth
Appellate District (03-AP-193)
Presiding Justice Arthur G. Scotland, California Court of Appeal,
Third Appellate District (03-AP-372)
Justice Gary E. Strankman (retired), California Court of Appeal, First
Appellate District (03-AP-296)
Wisconsin
Judge Ralph Adam Fine, Wisconsin Court of Appeals (03-AP-068)

State Trial Judges
California
Judge N.A. “Tito” Gonzales, Superior Court, Santa Clara County (03AP-038)

Law Professors
Dean Scott A. Altman, University of Southern California Law School
(03-AP-314)
Prof. Jerry L. Anderson, Drake University Law School (03-AP-078)
Prof. Stuart Banner, UCLA School of Law (03-AP-072)
Prof. Brian Bix, University of Minnesota Law School (03-AP-021)
Prof. Charles E. Cohen, Capital University Law School (03-AP-298)
Prof. Ross E. Davies, George Mason University School of Law (03AP-392)
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Prof. Michele Landis Dauber, Stanford Law School (03-AP-029)
Prof. Ward Farnsworth, Boston University School of Law (03-AP221) (neither supports nor opposes rule, but raises concerns)
Prof. Victor Fleischer, UCLA School of Law (03-AP-062)
Prof. Thomas Healy, Seton Hall University Law School (03-AP-380)
Prof. Michael S. Knoll, University of Pennsylvania Law School (03AP-093)
Prof. Mark Lemley, Boalt Hall School of Law (03-AP-153)
Prof. Rory K. Little, Hastings College of the Law (03-AP-334)
Prof. Gregory N. Mandel, Albany Law School (03-AP-274)
Prof. Fred S. McChesney, Northwestern University School of Law
(03-AP-507)
Prof. Brett H. McDonnell, University of Minnesota Law School (03AP-467)
Prof. Richard W. Painter, University of Illinois College of Law (03AP-091)
Prof. Ethan Stone, University of Iowa College of Law (03-AP-198)
Prof. George M. Strickler, Tulane Law School (03-AP-100)
Prof. Daniel P. Tokaji, Moritz College of Law, Ohio State University
(03-AP-045)
Prof. Eugene Volokh, UCLA School of Law (03-AP-158)
Prof. Nhan Vu, Chapman University School of Law (03-AP-477)
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Department of Justice (writing in personal capacities)
William A. Burck, Esq., U.S. Attorney’s Office, New York, NY (03AP-164)
E. Vaughn Dunnigan, Esq., U.S. Attorney’s Office, Atlanta, GA (03AP-322)
Robert K. Hur, Esq., Department of Justice, Washington, DC (03-AP330)

Federal Defender’s Offices
Federal Public Defender for the District of Alaska
Rich Curtner, Esq. (03-AP-459)
Federal Public Defender for the Central District of California
Jeffrey A. Aaron, Esq. (03-AP-485)
Manuel U. Araujo, Esq. (03-AP-305)
Lara A. Bazelon, Esq. (03-AP-160)
Davina T. Chen, Esq. (03-AP-162)
Michael Garcia, Esq. (03-AP-256)
Carlton F. Gunn, Esq. (03-AP-172)
Evan A. Jenness, Esq. (03-AP-179)
Mary E. Kelly, Esq. (03-AP-168)
Monica Knox, Esq. (03-AP-165)
James H. Locklin, Esq. (03-AP-139)
Oswald Parada, Esq. (03-AP-248)
Maria E. Stratton, Esq. (03-AP-413)
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Myra Sun, Esq. (03-AP-195)
Hoyt Y. Sze, Esq. (03-AP-251)
Michael Tanaka, Esq. (03-AP-199)
Craig Wilke, Esq. (03-AP-194)
Federal Public Defender for the Eastern District of California
Rachelle D. Barbour, Esq. (03-AP-102)
Allison Claire, Esq. (03-AP-159)
Quin Denvir, Esq. (03-AP-312)
Mary M. French, Esq. (03-AP-237)
David M. Porter, Esq. (03-AP-355)
Katina Whalen, Legal Secretary (03-AP-461)
Federal Public Defender for the Northern District of California
Barry J. Portman, Esq. (03-AP-436)
Federal Defenders of San Diego, Inc.
Shereen J. Charlick, Esq. (03-AP-279)
Judy Clarke, Esq. (03-AP-246)
Mario G. Conte, Esq. (03-AP-287)
Kurt D. Hermansen, Esq. (03-AP-173, 03-AP-182)
Steven F. Hubachek, Esq. (03-AP-474)
Andrew K. Nietor, Esq. (03-AP-138)
Kara B. Persson, Esq. (03-AP-177)
David M. Porter, Esq. (03-AP-355)
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Diane M. Regan, Esq. (03-AP-181)
Chase A. Scolnick, Esq. (03-AP-184)
Timothy A. Scott, Esq. (03-AP-190)
Michelle Villasenor-Grant, Esq. (03-AP-115)
Matthew C. Winter, Esq. (03-AP-114)
Federal Public Defender for the District of Hawaii
James S. Gifford, Esq. (03-AP-385)
Alexander Silvert, Esq. (03-AP-378)
Peter C. Wolff, Jr., Esq. (03-AP-377)
Federal Public Defender for the Northern District of Illinois
Carol A. Brook, Esq. (03-AP-438) (on behalf of all staff and panel
attorneys)
Federal Public Defender for the Northern and Southern Districts of
Iowa
Nicholas Drees, Esq. (03-AP-418)
Federal Public Defender for the District of Nevada
Ellen Callahan, Esq. (03-AP-383)
Jason F. Carr, Esq. (03-AP-340)
Franny A. Forsman, Esq. (03-AP-303)
Cynthia S. Hahn, Esq. (03-AP-320)
Michael J. Kennedy, Esq. (03-AP-357)
Randall S. Lockhart, Esq. (03-AP-342)
Michael Pescetta, Esq. (03-AP-390)
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Michael K. Powell, Esq. (03-AP-354)
Jennifer Schlotterbeck, Esq. (03-AP-338)
Anne R. Traum, Esq. (03-AP-453)
Federal Defender Division, Legal Aid Society, Southern District of
New York
Leonard F. Joy, Esq., and Barry D. Leiwant, Esq. (03-AP-428)
Federal Public Defender for the Districts of Northern New York &
Vermont
Alexander Bunin, Esq. (03-AP-333)
Federal Public Defender for the Eastern District of North Carolina
G. Alan DuBois, Esq. (03-AP-375) (on behalf of entire office)
Federal Public Defender for the District of Oregon
Lisa Hay, Esq. (03-AP-344)
Steven T. Wax, Esq. (03-AP-371)
Mark B. Weintraub, Esq. (03-AP-119)
Federal Public Defender for the Eastern District of Virginia
Frank W. Dunham, Jr., Esq. (03-AP-439) (on behalf of entire office)
Federal Defenders of Eastern Washington and Idaho
Ben Hernandez, Esq. (03-AP-443)
Stephen R. Hormel, Esq. (03-AP-388)
Bruce Livingston, Esq. (03-AP-240)
Rebecca L. Pennell, Esq. (03-AP-446)
Roger James Peven, Esq. (03-AP-386)
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Samuel Richard Rubin, Esq. (03-AP-124)
Nicolas V. Vieth, Esq. (03-AP-445)
Anne Walstrom, Esq. (03-AP-442)
Federal Public Defender for the Western District of Washington
Thomas W. Hillier II, Esq. (03-AP-384)

Attorneys in Private or Government Practice
D.C. Circuit
Stewart A. Baker, Esq., Steptoe & Johnson LLP, Washington, DC
(03-AP-111)
Thomas M. Barba, Esq., Steptoe & Johnson LLP, Washington, DC
(03-AP-370)
Lee A. Casey, Esq., Baker & Hostetler LLP, Washington, DC (03AP-478)
Lauren A. Degnan, Esq., Howard G. Pollack, Esq., and Frank E.
Scherkenbach, Esq., Fish & Richardson P.C., Washington, DC (03AP-339)
Steven A. Engel, Esq., Kirkland & Ellis LLP, Washington, DC (03AP-458)
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, Esq., Sidley Austin Brown & Wood LLP,
Washington, DC (03-AP-104)
Daniel L. Geyser, Robbins, Russell, et al., Washington, DC (03-AP490)
Kathryn R. Haun, Esq., Sidley Austin Brown & Wood LLP,
Washington, DC (03-AP-422)
Susan E. Kearns, Esq., Kirkland & Ellis LLP, Washington, DC (03AP-460)
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Jennifer M. Mason, Esq., Holland & Knight LLP, Washington, DC
(03-AP-361)
Marc S. Mayerson, Esq., Spriggs & Hollingsworth, Washington, DC
(03-AP-028)
Brian J. Murray, Esq., Jones Day, Washington, DC (03-AP-096)
Daniel M. Nelson, Esq., Kirkland & Ellis, Washington, DC (03-AP307)
Eugene M. Paige, Esq., Washington, DC (03-AP-301)
David B. Rivkin, Jr., Esq., Baker & Hostetler LLP, Washington, DC
(03-AP-479)
Sylvia Royce, Esq., Washington, DC (03-AP-116)
Derek L. Shaffer, Esq., Cooper & Kirk, Washington, DC (03-AP080)
Kenneth W. Starr, Esq., Kirkland & Ellis LLP, Washington, DC (03AP-469)
Arlus J. Stephens, Esq., Washington, DC (03-AP-229)
Robert E. Toone, Esq., Washington, DC (03-AP-092)
David B. Walker, Esq., Washington, DC (03-AP-441) (on behalf of
himself and 21 other former Federal Circuit law clerks)
Christian A. Weideman, Esq., Williams & Connolly LLP,
Washington, DC (03-AP-302)
First Circuit
Antonio D. Martini, Esq., Boston, MA (03-AP-486)
Damon A. Katz, Esq., Boston, MA (03-AP-231)
Pedro Sandoval, Jr., Esq., Boston, MA (03-AP-498)
Anthony J. Vlatas, Esq., York, ME (03-AP-310)
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Second Circuit
Brian J. Alexander, Esq., Kreindler & Kreindler LLP, New York, NY
(03-AP-379) (on behalf of entire firm)
Ramsey Clark, Esq., New York, NY (03-AP-431)
David S. Gould, Esq., Port Washington, NY (03-AP-053)
Diane Knox, Esq., New York, NY (03-AP-492)
Daniel B. Levin, Esq., Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, New York, NY
(03-AP-105)
Joanne Mariner, Esq., New York, NY (03-AP-427)
Julian J. Moore, Esq., New York, NY (03-AP-282)
Richard H. Rosenberg, Esq., New York, NY (03-AP-117)
James E. Stern, Esq., Syracuse, NY (03-AP-260)
Theresa Trzaskoma, Esq., Brooklyn, NY (03-AP-043)
Amir Weinberg, Esq., Paul, Weiss, et al., New York, NY (03-AP022)
Rowan D. Wilson, Esq., Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP, New York,
NY (03-AP-466)
Harvey Winer, Esq., Salzman & Winer, LLP, New York, NY (03AP-332)
Third Circuit
Craig L. Hymowitz, Esq., Blank Rome LLP, Philadelphia, PA (03AP-421)
Fourth Circuit
Gail S. Coleman, Esq., Bethesda, MD (03-AP-024)
Josh Goldfoot, Esq., Arlington, VA (03-AP-121)
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Jeffrey A. Lamken, Esq., Arlington, VA (03-AP-433)
Carlton F.W. Larson, Esq., Arlington, VA (03-AP-360)
Benjamin I. Sachs, Esq., Olney, MD (03-AP-030)
Bruce Wieder, Esq., Burns, Doane, Swecker & Mathis, LLP,
Alexandria, VA (03-AP-430)
Fifth Circuit
Robert N. Markle, Esq., New Orleans, LA (03-AP-015)
Harry Susman, Esq., Susman Godfrey LLP, Houston, TX (03-AP412)
Sixth Circuit
Richard Crane, Esq., Nashville, TN (03-AP-125)
Joseph R. Dreitler, Esq., Jones Day , Columbus, OH (03-AP-309)
Charles M. Miller, Esq., Law Clerk, Supreme Court of Ohio,
Columbus, OH (03-AP-228)
Seventh Circuit
Fred H. Bartlit, Jr., Esq., Bartlit Beck et al., Chicago, IL (03-AP-266)
Sean W. Gallagher, Esq., Bartlit Beck et al., Chicago, IL (03-AP-245)
Robert K. Niewijk, Esq., Oak Park, IL (03-AP-095)
Mark Ouweleen, Esq., Bartlit Beck et al., Chicago, IL (03-AP-258)
David B.H. Williams, Esq., Williams, Bax & Ellis, P.C., Chicago, IL
(03-AP-313)
Eighth Circuit
Veronica L. Duffy, Esq., Duffy & Duffy, Rapid City, SD (03-AP001)
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Jonathan C. Wilson, Esq., Davis, Brown, et al., Des Moines, IA (03AP-306)
Ninth Circuit
Mark F. Adams, Esq., San Diego, CA (03-AP-509)
Daniel J. Albregts, Esq., Las Vegas, NV (03-AP-358)
Bernard J. Allard, Esq., Popelka Allard, A.P.C., San Jose, CA (03AP-050)
Marilyn Weiss Alper, Esq., Senior Judicial Research Attorney,
California Court of Appeal, Second Appellate District, Los Angeles,
CA (03-AP-304)
Fred H. Altshuler, Esq., Altshuler, Berzon, et al., San Francisco, CA
(03-AP-244)
Honey Kessler Amado, Esq., Beverly Hills, CA (03-AP-457)
Robert G. Badal, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-462) (on behalf of
himself and 4 colleagues)
Donna Bader, Esq., Laguna Beach, CA (03-AP-185)
Scott Bales, Esq., Lewis and Roca LLP, Phoenix, AZ (03-AP-416)
Sondra K. Barbour, Esq., McKenna Long & Aldridge LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-389)
Michael Barclay, Esq., Palo Alto, CA (03-AP-142)
Michael Bergfeld, Esq., Burbank, CA (03-AP-215)
Stephen P. Berzon, Esq., Altshuler, Berzon, et al., San Francisco, CA
(03-AP-267)
Douglas W. Bordewieck, Esq., and Arthur Fine, Esq., Mitchell
Silberberg & Knupp LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-060)
Richard H. Borow, Esq., Irell & Manella LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03AP-112)
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Gary L. Bostwick, Esq., Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton LLP,
Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-356)
Kevin R. Boyle, Esq., Greene, Broillet, Panish & Wheeler LLP, Santa
Monica, CA (03-AP-501)
Jerald L. Brainin, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-191)
Michael A. Brodsky, Esq., Law Offices of Michael A. Brodsky, San
Francisco, CA (03-AP-200)
Karyn H. Bucur, Esq., Laguna Hills, CA (03-AP-171)
Lawrence A. Callaghan, Esq., Tucker Ellis & West LLP, San
Francisco, CA (03-AP-321)
John P. Cardosi, Esq., Popelka Allard, A.P.C., San Jose, CA (03-AP040)
William C. Carrico, Esq., Las Vegas, NV (03-AP-450)
Vince G. Chhabria, Esq., Covington & Burling, San Francisco, CA
(03-AP-253)
Danny Chou, Esq., Staff Attorney, California Supreme Court,
Sacramento, CA (03-AP-254)
John J. Cleary, Esq., Cleary & Sevilla, LLP, San Diego, CA (03-AP242)
Marc S. Cohen, Esq., Kaye Scholer LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP349) (on behalf of himself and 1 colleague)
Bennett Evan Cooper, Esq., Steptoe & Johnson LLP, Phoenix, AZ
(03-AP-432)
Joseph W. Cotchett, Esq., Cotchett, Pitre, Simon & McCarthy,
Burlingame, CA (03-AP-144) (on behalf of himself and 6
colleagues)
C. Brooks Cutter, Esq., Kershaw Cutter Ratinoff & York, LLP,
Sacramento, CA (03-AP-308)
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Jeffrey B. Demain, Esq., Altshuler, Berzon, et al., San Francisco, CA
(03-AP-391)
P. Cameron DeVore, Esq., Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, Seattle, WA
(03-AP-107)
Wendeline De Zan, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-493)
Kathryn E. Dobel, Esq., Berkeley, CA (03-AP-042)
Melinda Eades, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-325)
Gregory S. Emerson, Esq., Harrington, Foxx, Dubrow & Canter,
LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-504)
Stephen R. English, Esq., English, Munger & Rice, Los Angeles, CA
(03-AP-353)
Gabriel A. Espinosa, Esq., Law Offices of H. Joseph Nourmand, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-090)
Jerome B. Falk, Jr., Esq., Howard, Rice, et al., San Francisco, CA
(03-AP-151)
Justin Farar, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-187)
Douglas Feick, Esq., Menlo Park, CA (03-AP-264)
Gregory S. Fisher, Esq., Jaburg & Wilk, P.C., Phoenix, AZ (03-AP049)
Troy Foster, Esq., Palo Alto, CA (03-AP-348)
Donald S. Frick, Esq., Sacramento, CA (03-AP-176)
Gretchen Fusilier, Esq., Carlsbad, CA (03-AP-183)
Albert S. Goldbert, Esq., Goldbert & Associates, Los Angeles, CA
(03-AP-420)
Michael L. Goldman, Esq., Palo Alto, CA (03-AP-381)
Paul Grossman, Esq., Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-263)
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Andrew J. Guilford, Esq., Costa Mesa, CA (03-AP-387)
Gayle D. Gunkut, Esq., The Williams Law Firm, Newport Beach, CA
(03-AP-018)
Leslie A. Hakala, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-161)
Martha Hall, Esq., DiIorio & Hall, A.P.C., San Diego, CA (03-AP154)
Nicole Hancock, Esq., Stoel Rives LLP, Boise, ID (03-AP-152)
Christopher Hays, Esq., San Francisco, CA (03-AP-037)
L. Rachel Helyar, Esq., Akin Gump et al., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP455)
John Henry Hingson III, Esq., Oregon City, OR (03-AP-511)
Robert A. Holland, Esq., Sidley Austin Brown & Wood LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-331)
Ellis J. Horvitz, Esq., Horvitz & Levy LLP, Encino, CA (03-AP-103)
Shirley M. Hufstedler, Esq., Morrison & Foerster LLP, Los Angeles,
CA (03-AP-106)
Sandra S. Ikuta, Esq., O’Melveny & Myers LLP, Los Angeles, CA
(03-AP-085)
Mark B. Jacobs, Esq., Harvey Siskind Jacobs LLP, San Francisco,
CA (03-AP-070)
Knut S. Johnson, Esq., San Diego, CA (03-AP-175)
Eric H. Joss, Esq., Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-262)
Hayward J. Kaiser, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-202)
Raoul D. Kennedy, Esq., Skadden Arps et al., San Francisco, CA (03AP-255)
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Kelly M. Klaus, Esq., Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP, Los Angeles,
CA (03-AP-336)
Kenneth N. Klee, Esq., Klee, Tuchin, Bogdanoff & Stern LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-084)
Cheryl L. Kopitzke, Esq., Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-044)
Theodore J. Kozloff, Esq., Skadden, Arps, et al., San Francisco, CA
(03-AP-141)
Stephen A. Kroft, Esq., McDermott, Will & Emery, Los Angeles, CA
(03-AP-101)
Karen L. Landau, Esq., Oakland, CA (03-AP-247)
J. Al Latham, Jr., Esq., Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-259)
Robert LeMoine, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-326)
Ingrid Leverett, Esq., Krieg, Keller, et al., San Francisco, CA (03AP-276)
Susan Lew, Esq., Court Attorney, San Francisco Superior Court, San
Francisco, CA (03-AP-257)
Eric C. Liebeler, Esq., Kirkland & Ellis LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03AP-025)
Ethan Lipsig, Esq., Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker, LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-425)
Jonathan A. Loeb, Esq., Alschuler Grossman Stein & Kahan LLP,
Santa Monica, CA (03-AP-146)
Patricia Lofton, Esq., Horvitz & Levy LLP, Encino, CA (03-AP-203)
Michael E. Lopez, Esq., Quinn Emanuel et al., Los Angeles, CA (03AP-207)
David M. Luboff, Esq., Jaffe & Clemens, Beverly Hills, CA (03-AP204)
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Elwood Lui, Esq., and Alan E. Friedman, Esq., Jones Day, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-444)
Christian E. Mammen, Esq., San Francisco, CA (03-AP-345) (on
behalf of himself and 2 colleagues)
Richard D. Marks, Esq., Law Offices of Richard D. Marks,
Calabasas, CA (03-AP-196)
Shaun S. McCrea, Esq., McCrea, P.C., Eugene, OR (03-AP-510)
Robin Meadow, Esq., Greines, Martin, Stein & Richland LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-468)
Lynn C. Merring, Esq., Stradling Yocca Carlson & Rauth, Newport
Beach, CA (03-AP-481)
Robert A. Merring, Esq., Newport Beach, CA (03-AP-098)
Daniel E. Mitchel, Esq., Reference Librarian, Witkin California State
Law Library, Sacramento, CA (03-AP-004)
Guy Mizrahi, Esq., Forgey & Hurrell LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP311)
W. Dea Montague, Esq., Mesa, AZ (03-AP-188)
Sheryl Musgrove, Esq., Assistant Borough Attorney, Kenai Peninsula
Borough, Soldotna, AK (03-AP-087)
Stephen C. Neal, Esq., Palo Alto, CA (03-AP-218)
Gretchen M. Nelson, Esq., Kreindler & Kreindler LLP, Los Angeles,
CA (03-AP-352)
Christopher M. Newman, Esq., Irell & Manella, LLP, Los Angeles,
CA (03-AP-020)
Gregory Nicolaysen, Esq., Encino, CA (03-AP-178)
William A. Norris, Esq., Akin, Gump, et al., Los Angeles, CA (03AP-094)
H. Joseph Nourmand, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-128)
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Michael J. O’Connor, Esq., White O’Connor Curry & Avanzado
LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-341)
Christopher R.J. Pace, Esq., San Diego, CA (03-AP-249)
Holly R. Paul, Esq., Clerk to U.S. Magistrate Judge, Burbank, CA
(03-AP-328)
David C. Pauling, Esq., San Mateo, CA (03-AP-220)
Lisa Perrochet, Esq., Horvitz & Levy LLP, Encino, CA (03-AP-150)
Patricia Plunkett, Esq., Legal Research and Writing Instructor, Boalt
Hall School of Law, Berkeley, CA (03-AP-437)
Mark S. Pulliam, Esq., San Diego, CA (03-AP-197)
Bruce M. Ramer, Esq., Gang, Tyre, Ramer & Brown, Beverly Hills,
CA (03-AP-365)
Kent L. Richland, Esq., Greines, Martin, Stein & Richland LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-364)
William T. Rintala, Esq., Rintala, Smoot, Jaenicke & Rees LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-243)
James M. Rockett, Esq., Bingham McCutchen LLP, San Francisco,
CA (03-AP-039)
Robert H. Rotstein, Esq., McDermott, Will & Emery, Los Angeles,
CA (03-AP-036)
Andrew E. Rubin, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-270)
Harvey I. Saferstein, Esq., Mintz Levin et al., Santa Monica, CA (03AP-186)
Kelli L. Sager, Esq., Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, Los Angeles, CA
(03-AP-343)
S. Ann Salisbury, Esq., Kutak Rock LLP, Pasadena, CA (03-AP-419)
David A. Schwarz, Esq., Irell & Manella LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03AP-362)
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Gerald Serlin, Esq., Benedon & Serlin, Woodland Hills, CA (03-AP057)
Charles M. Sevilla, Esq., Cleary & Sevilla, LLP, San Diego, CA (03AP-099)
K. John Shaffer, Esq., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-376)
Rosetta Shatkin, Esq., Oakland, CA (03-AP-127)
Janet Sherman, Sherman & Sherman, Santa Monica, CA (03-AP-489)
Victor Sherman, Sherman & Sherman, Santa Monica, CA (03-AP488)
Robert Sargent Shriver III, Esq., Beverly Hills, CA (03-AP-031)
Lawrence J. Siskind, Esq., Harvey Siskind Jacobs LLP, San
Francisco, CA (03-AP-073)
Gerald Smith, Esq., Benedon & Serlin, Woodland Hills, CA (03-AP079)
Chris Sprigman, Esq., Center for Internet and Society, Stanford Law
School, Stanford, CA (03-AP-033)
David M. Stern, Esq., Klee, Tuchin, Bogdanoff & Stern LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-337)
Guy W. Stilson, Esq., Low, Ball & Lynch, San Francisco, CA (03AP-051)
John A. Taylor, Jr., Esq., Horvitz & Levy LLP, Encino, CA (03-AP232)
W. John Thiel, Esq., Holland & Thiel, Boise, ID (03-AP-180)
Michael D. Thomas, Esq., Nixon Peabody LLP, San Francisco, CA
(03-AP-423)
Marcy J. Tiffany, Esq., Wyner & Tiffany, Torrance, CA (03-AP-166)
Nancy Tompkins, Esq., Townsend and Townsend and Crew LLP,
San Francisco, CA (03-AP-277)
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John Trasvina, Esq., San Francisco, CA (03-AP-055)
Anne M. Voigts, Esq., Pacifica, CA (03-AP-482)
Monica J. Wahl, Esq., CA (03-AP-373)
Paul J. Watford, Esq., Munger, Tolles & Olson LLP, Los Angeles,
CA (03-AP-113)
Elia Weinbach, Esq., Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp LLP, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-023)
Don Willenburg, Esq., Carroll, Burdick & McDonough LLP, San
Francisco, CA (03-AP-123)
J. Craig Williams, Esq., The Williams Law Firm, Newport Beach,
CA (03-AP-017)
Stephanie Rae Williams, Esq., Sedgwick, Detert, Moran & Arnold
LLP, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-316) (on behalf of herself and 3
colleagues)
Barbara A. Winters, Esq., Howard Rice et al., San Francisco, CA (03AP-483)
Victor H. Woodworth, Esq., Newport Beach, CA (03-AP-224)
Steven Wyner, Esq., Wyner & Tiffany, Torrance, CA (03-AP-034)
Stephen Yagman, Esq., Yagman & Yagman & Reichmann &
Bloomfield, Venice Beach, CA (03-AP-234)
Michael D. Young, Esq., Weston Benshoof et al., Los Angeles, CA
(03-AP-109)
Martin Zankel, Esq., Bartko, Zankel, Tarrant & Miller, San
Francisco, CA (03-AP-041)
Tenth Circuit
John A. Darden, Esq., The Darden Law Firm P.A., Las Cruces, NM
(03-AP-019)
Eleventh Circuit
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Stephen N. Bernstein, Esq., Stephen N. Bernstein, P.A., Gainesville,
FL (03-AP-475)
Barry W. Beroset, Esq., Beroset & Keene, Pensacola, FL (03-AP463)
Michael T. Burns, Esq., Sarasota, FL (03-AP-503)
John P. Cardillo, Esq., Cardillo, Keith & Bonaquist, Naples, FL (03AP-512)
Barry A. Cohen, Esq., Cohen, Jayson & Foster, P.A., Tampa, FL (03AP-363)
Bradley A. Conway, Esq., Bradley A. Conway, P.A., Orlando, FL
(03-AP-448)
Kevin A. Cranman, Esq., Atlanta, GA (03-AP-299)
Armando Garcia, Esq., Garcia and Seliger, Quincy, FL (03-AP-451)
Mary Eugenia Gates, Esq., Law Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Eleventh Circuit, Atlanta, GA (03-AP-502)
Walter L. Grantham, Jr., Esq., Clearwater, FL (03-AP-476)
Robert S. Griscti, Esq., Gainesville, FL (03-AP-497)
Joel Hirschhorn, Esq., Hirschhorn & Bieber, P.A., Coral Gables, FL
(03-AP-500)
James K. Jenkins, Esq., Maloy & Jenkins, Atlanta, GA (03-AP-275)
Kirk N. Kirkconnell, Esq., Kirkconnell, Lindsey, Snure & Yates,
P.A., Winter Park, FL (03-AP-494)
Peter Kontio, Esq., and Todd David, Esq., Alston & Bird LLP,
Atlanta, GA (03-AP-470)
Louis Kwall, Esq., Kwall, Showers & Coleman, P.A., Clearwater, FL
(03-AP-447)
David R. Parry, Esq., Bauer, Crider, Pellegrino & Parry, Clearwater,
FL (03-AP-424)
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Christopher P. Saxer, Esq., Fort Walton Beach, FL (03-AP-480)
Wilbur C. Smith III, Esq., The Wilbur Smith Law Firm, PLLC, Fort
Myers, FL (03-AP-495)
Mark Snyderman, Esq., Dunwoody, GA (03-AP-472)
Alan R. Soven, Esq., Miami, FL (03-AP-452)
Overseas
John McGuire, Esq., Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, London,
England (03-AP-407)
Igor V. Timofeyev, Esq., Associate Legal Officer, Office of the
President, International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia,
The Hague, Netherlands (03-AP-411)
Jana L. Torok, Esq., Camp Casey, Korea (03-AP-236)

In-House Attorneys
D.C. Circuit
John P. Frantz, Esq., Verizon Communications, Washington, D.C.
(03-AP-261)
Second Circuit
William P. Barr, Esq., Executive Vice President and General
Counsel, Verizon, New York, NY (03-AP-272)
Paul T. Cappuccio, Esq., Executive Vice President and General
Counsel, Time Warner Inc., New York, NY (03-AP-064)
Ninth Circuit
Marc D. Bond, Esq., Assistant Counsel, Law Department, Union Oil
Company of California, Anchorage, AK (03-AP-058)
Jeffrey B. Coyne, Esq., Vice President, General Counsel, and
Corporate Secretary, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA (03-AP-145)
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James R. Edwards, Esq., Senior Legal Counsel, Corporate Legal
Department, Qualcomm, San Diego, CA (03-AP-120)
Gregory T.H. Lee, Esq., President, Eureka Casinos, Las Vegas, NV
(03-AP-157)
John M. Nettleton, Esq., Corporate Counsel, Starbucks Coffee
Company, Seattle, WA (03-AP-226)
Adam J. Pliska, Esq., Director of Business & Legal Affairs, World
Poker Tour, West Hollywood, CA (03-AP-440)
Sheldon W. Presser, Esq., Senior Vice President & Deputy General
Counsel, Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc., Burbank, CA (03-AP346)
Jerri L. Solomon, Esq., Senior Corporate Counsel, Farmers Group,
Inc., Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-417)
Thomas F. Tait, Esq., President, Tait & Associates, Inc., Santa Ana,
CA (03-AP-140)
John Vaughan, Esq., President and CEO, T and T Industries, Inc.,
Fullerton, CA (03-AP-108)
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Eleventh Circuit
Michael Bishop, Esq., Chief Intellectual Property Counsel, BellSouth
Corporation, Atlanta, GA (03-AP-315)
Deval L. Patrick, Esq., Executive Vice President, General Counsel,
and Corporate Secretary, The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, GA (03AP-027)
Non-Attorneys or Status Not Clear
Fifth Circuit
Roberta Gonzalez, Pflugerville, TX (03-AP-118)
Seventh Circuit
Carole Tkacz, Gary, IN (03-AP-163)
Ninth Circuit
Dr. Philip K. Anthony, CEO, Bowne DecisionQuest, Torrance, CA
(03-AP-206)
Chris L. Britt, President, Marwit Capital, Newport Beach, CA (03AP-147)
Hartwell Harris, Law Student, Boalt Hall School of Law, Berkeley,
CA (03-AP-205)
Mark Kerslake, Province Group, Newport Beach, CA (03-AP-143)
Farahnaz Nourmand, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-089)
Bethany L. O’Neill, San Diego, CA (03-AP-189)
John A. Sandberg, President, Sandberg Furniture, Los Angeles, CA
(03-AP-148)
Homan Taghdiri, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-088)
Wayne Willis, Los Altos, CA (03-AP-300)
Unknown
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Katherine Kimball Windsor (03-AP-241)

Organizations
ACLU Foundation of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP235)
Advisory Council of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit, Washington, DC (03-AP-410) (Carter G. Phillips,
Esq., testified at 4/13 hearing)
Appellate Courts Committee, Los Angeles County Bar Association,
Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-201)
Attorney General’s Office, State of California, Sacramento, CA (03AP-395)
Attorney General’s Office, State of Washington, Olympia, WA (03AP-382)
California La Raza Lawyers Association, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP268)
Committee on Appellate Courts, State Bar of California, San
Francisco, CA (03-AP-319) (John A. Taylor, Jr., Esq., testified at
4/13 hearing)
Committee on Federal Courts, State Bar of California, San Francisco,
CA (03-AP-393)
Federal Circuit Bar Association, Washington, DC (03-AP-409)
Hispanic National Bar Association, Washington, DC (03-AP-415)
Litigation Section, Los Angeles County Bar Association, Los
Angeles, CA (03-AP-347)
Northern District of California Chapter, Federal Bar Association, San
Francisco, CA (03-AP-374)
Orange County Chapter, Federal Bar Association, Irvine, CA (03-AP429)
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ii. Commentators Who Favor Proposed Rule
Federal Circuit Court Judges
Judge Edward R. Becker (CA3) (Judge Becker testified at 4/13
hearing)
Judge Frank H. Easterbrook (CA7) (03-AP-367)
Judge David M. Ebel (CA10) (03-AP-010)
Judge Kenneth F. Ripple (CA7) (03-AP-335)
Judge A. Wallace Tashima (CA9) (03-AP-288)

Law Professors
Prof. Stephen R. Barnett, Boalt Hall School of Law (03-AP-032)
(Prof. Barnett testified at 4/13 hearing)
Prof. Richard B. Cappalli, Temple University, James E. Beasley
School of Law (03-AP-435)
Prof. Andrew M. Siegel, University of South Carolina School of Law
(03-AP-219)
Prof. Michael B.W. Sinclair, New York Law School (03-AP-283)

Attorneys in Private or Government Practice
D.C. Circuit
Ashley Doherty, Esq., Washington, DC (03-AP-225)
Elizabeth J. Pawlak, Esq., Pawlak & Associates, Washington, DC
(03-AP-449)
Second Circuit
Philip Allen Lacovara, Esq., Mayer, Brown, Rowe & Maw LLP, New
York, NY (03-AP-016)
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Steven I. Wallach, Morrison Cohen Singer & Weinstein, LLP, New
York, NY (Mr. Wallach testified at 4/13 hearing)
Third Circuit
David R. Fine, Esq., Kirkpatrick & Lockhart LLP, Harrisburg, PA
(03-AP-223)
James L. Martin, Esq., Wilmington, DE (03-AP-513)
Fourth Circuit
Dr. Mark S. Bellamy, Esq., Virginia Beach, VA (03-AP-324)
Kerry Hubers, Esq., Alexandria, VA (03-AP-209)
Roy M. Jessee, Esq., Mullins, Harris & Jessee, P.C., Norton, VA (03AP-230)
Steven R. Minor, Esq., Elliott Lawson & Minor, Bristol, VA (03-AP210)
Fifth Circuit
Stephen R. Marsh, Esq., Wichita Falls, TX (03-AP-216)
Sixth Circuit
Kurt L. Grossman, Wood, Herron & Evans LLP, Cincinnati, OH (03AP-426)
Charles E. Young, Jr., Esq., Knoxville, TN (03-AP-214)
Seventh Circuit
Beverly B. Mann, Esq., Chicago, IL (03-AP-408)
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Eighth Circuit
Mark G. Arnold, Esq., Husch & Eppenberger, LLC, St. Louis, MO
(03-AP-002)
Hugh R. Law, Esq., Lowenhaupt & Chasnoff, LLC, St. Louis, MO
(03-AP-212)
David J. Weimer, Esq., Kramer & Frank, P.C., Kansas City, MO (03AP-005)
Ninth Circuit
Anonymous (03-AP-238)
Gary Michael Coutin, Esq., San Francisco, CA (03-AP-465)
David W. Floren, Esq., Santa Rosa, CA (03-AP-227)
James B. Friderici, Esq., Delaney, Wiles, et al., Anchorage, AK (03AP-006)
Robert Don Grifford, Esq., Reno, NV (03-AP-213)
Robert L. Jovick, Esq., Livingston, MT (03-AP-508)
James B. Morse, Jr., Esq., Tempe, AZ (03-AP-222)
Kenneth J. Schmier, Esq., Committee for the Rule of Law,
Emeryville, CA (03-AP-239)
Jonathan M. Shaw, Esq., Susman Godfrey LLP, Seattle, WA (03-AP208)
Leslie R. Weatherhead, Esq., Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport &
Toole, Spokane, WA (03-AP-473)
Tenth Circuit
Daniel E. Monnat, Esq., Monnat & Spurrier, Wichita, KS (03-AP271)
Samuel M. Ventola, Esq., Rothgerber, Johnson & Lyons, Denver, CO
(03-AP-217)
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Eleventh Circuit
J. Christopher Desmond, Esq., Law Clerk, U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Georgia, Savannah, GA (03-AP-211)
Michael N. Loebl, Esq., Fulcher, Hagler, et al., Augusta, GA (03-AP454)
Craig N. Rosler, Esq., Birmingham, AL (03-AP-149)

In-House Attorneys
Ira Brad Matetsky, General Counsel, Goya Foods, Inc., Secaucus, NJ
(03-AP-434)

Non-Attorneys or Status Not Clear
Jacob Aftergood, Santa Cruz, CA (03-AP-265)
Steven A. Aftergood, Washington, DC (03-AP-286)
Debra D. Coplan, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-323)
Paul Freda, Los Gatos, CA (03-AP-284)
Laurence Neuton, Los Angeles, CA (03-AP-317)

Organizations
American Bar Association, Chicago, IL (Judah Best, Esq., testified
at 4/13 hearing)
American College of Trial Layers, Irvine, CA (William T. Hangley,
Esq., and James W. Morris III, Esq., testified at 4/13 hearing)
Association of the Bar of the City of New York and the Association’s
Committee on Federal Courts, New York, NY (03-AP-464)
Brennan Center for Justice, New York University School of Law,
New York, NY (Jessie Allen, Esq., testified at 4/13 hearing)
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Citizens for Voluntary Trade, Arlington, VA (03-AP-414; 03-AP456)
Committee on Courts of Appellate Jurisdiction, New York State Bar
Association, Albany, NY (03-AP-097)
Committee on U.S. Courts, State Bar of Michigan, Lansing, MI (03AP-394)
Public Citizen Litigation Group, Washington, DC (03-AP-008; 03AP-487) (Brian Wolfman, Esq., testified at 4/13 hearing)
Social Security Administration, Baltimore, MD (03-AP-491)
Trial Lawyers for Public Justice and the TLPJ Foundation,
Washington, DC (03-AP-406) (Richard Frankel, Esq., testified at
4/13 hearing)
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F.

Rule 35(a)
1. Introduction

Two national standards — 28 U.S.C. § 46(c) and Rule 35(a)
— provide that a hearing or rehearing en banc may be ordered by “a
majority of the circuit judges who are in regular active service.”
Although these standards apply to all of the courts of appeals, the
circuits follow two different approaches when one or more active
judges are disqualified. Seven circuits follow the “absolute majority”
approach (disqualified judges count in the base in considering
whether a “majority” of judges have voted for hearing or rehearing
en banc), while six follow the “case majority” approach (disqualified
judges do not count in the base). Two circuits — the First and the
Third — explicitly qualify the case majority approach by providing
that a majority of all judges — disqualified or not — must be eligible
to participate in the case; it is not clear whether the other four case
majority circuits agree with this qualification.
The Committee proposes amending Rule 35(a) to adopt the
case majority approach.
2. Text of Proposed Amendment and Committee Note
Rule 35. En Banc Determination
1

(a) When Hearing or Rehearing En Banc May Be

2

Ordered. A majority of the circuit judges who are in

3

regular active service and who are not disqualified may

4

order that an appeal or other proceeding be heard or
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5

reheard by the court of appeals en banc. An en banc

6

hearing or rehearing is not favored and ordinarily will not

7

be ordered unless:

8

(1) en banc consideration is necessary to secure or

9

maintain uniformity of the court’s decisions; or

10

(2) the proceeding involves a question of exceptional

11
12

importance.
*****
Committee Note
Subdivision (a). Two national standards — 28 U.S.C.
§ 46(c) and Rule 35(a) — provide that a hearing or rehearing en banc
may be ordered by “a majority of the circuit judges who are in regular
active service.” Although these standards apply to all of the courts
of appeals, the circuits are deeply divided over the interpretation of
this language when one or more active judges are disqualified.
The Supreme Court has never addressed this issue. In
Shenker v. Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co., 374 U.S. 1 (1963), the Court
rejected a petitioner’s claim that his rights under § 46(c) had been
violated when the Third Circuit refused to rehear his case en banc.
The Third Circuit had 8 active judges at the time; 4 voted in favor of
rehearing the case, 2 against, and 2 abstained. No judge was
disqualified. The Supreme Court ruled against the petitioner,
holding, in essence, that § 46(c) did not provide a cause of action, but
instead simply gave litigants “the right to know the administrative
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machinery that will be followed and the right to suggest that the en
banc procedure be set in motion in his case.” Id. at 5. Shenker did
stress that a court of appeals has broad discretion in establishing
internal procedures to handle requests for rehearings — or, as
Shenker put it, “‘to devise its own administrative machinery to
provide the means whereby a majority may order such a hearing.’”
Id. (quoting Western Pac. R.R. Corp. v. Western Pac. R.R. Co., 345
U.S. 247, 250 (1953) (emphasis added)). But Shenker did not address
what is meant by “a majority” in § 46(c) (or Rule 35(a), which did
not yet exist) — and Shenker certainly did not suggest that the phrase
should have different meanings in different circuits.
In interpreting that phrase, 7 of the courts of appeals follow
the “absolute majority” approach. See Marie Leary, Defining the
“Majority” Vote Requirement in Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure
35(a) for Rehearings En Banc in the United States Courts of Appeals
8 tbl.1 (Federal Judicial Center 2002). Under this approach,
disqualified judges are counted in the base in calculating whether a
majority of judges have voted to hear a case en banc. Thus, in a
circuit with 12 active judges, 7 must vote to hear a case en banc. If
5 of the 12 active judges are disqualified, all 7 non-disqualified
judges must vote to hear the case en banc. The votes of 6 of the 7
non-disqualified judges are not enough, as 6 is not a majority of 12.
Six of the courts of appeals follow the “case majority”
approach. Id. Under this approach, disqualified judges are not
counted in the base in calculating whether a majority of judges have
voted to hear a case en banc. Thus, in a case in which 5 of a circuit’s
12 active judges are disqualified, only 4 judges (a majority of the 7
non-disqualified judges) must vote to hear a case en banc. (The First
and Third Circuits explicitly qualify the case majority approach by
providing that a case cannot be heard en banc unless a majority of all
active judges — disqualified and non-disqualified — are eligible to
participate.)
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Rule 35(a) has been amended to adopt the case majority
approach as a uniform national interpretation of § 46(c). The federal
rules of practice and procedure exist to “maintain consistency,”
which Congress has equated with “promot[ing] the interest of
justice.” 28 U.S.C. § 2073(b). The courts of appeals should not
follow two inconsistent approaches in deciding whether sufficient
votes exist to hear a case en banc, especially when there is a
governing statute and governing rule that apply to all circuits and that
use identical terms, and especially when there is nothing about the
local conditions of each circuit that justifies conflicting approaches.
The case majority approach represents the better
interpretation of the phrase “the circuit judges . . . in regular active
service” in the first sentence of § 46(c). The second sentence of
§ 46(c) — which defines which judges are eligible to participate in
a case being heard or reheard en banc — uses the similar expression
“all circuit judges in regular active service.” It is clear that “all
circuit judges in regular active service” in the second sentence does
not include disqualified judges, as disqualified judges clearly cannot
participate in a case being heard or reheard en banc. Therefore,
assuming that two nearly identical phrases appearing in adjacent
sentences in a statute should be interpreted in the same way, the best
reading of “the circuit judges . . . in regular active service” in the first
sentence of § 46(c) is that it, too, does not include disqualified
judges.
This interpretation of § 46(c) is bolstered by the fact that the
case majority approach has at least two major advantages over the
absolute majority approach:
First, under the absolute majority approach, a disqualified
judge is, as a practical matter, counted as voting against hearing a
case en banc. This defeats the purpose of recusal. To the extent
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possible, the disqualification of a judge should not result in the
equivalent of a vote for or against hearing a case en banc.
Second, the absolute majority approach can leave the en banc
court helpless to overturn a panel decision with which almost all of
the circuit’s active judges disagree. For example, in a case in which
5 of a circuit’s 12 active judges are disqualified, the case cannot be
heard en banc even if 6 of the 7 non-disqualified judges strongly
disagree with the panel opinion. This permits one active judge —
perhaps sitting on a panel with a visiting judge — effectively to
control circuit precedent, even over the objection of all of his or her
colleagues. See Gulf Power Co. v. FCC, 226 F.3d 1220, 1222-23
(11th Cir. 2000) (Carnes, J., concerning the denial of reh’g en banc),
rev’d sub nom. National Cable & Telecomm. Ass’n, Inc. v. Gulf
Power Co., 534 U.S. 327 (2002). Even though the en banc court
may, in a future case, be able to correct an erroneous legal
interpretation, the en banc court will never be able to correct the
injustice inflicted by the panel on the parties to the case. Morever, it
may take many years before sufficient non-disqualified judges can be
mustered to overturn the panel’s erroneous legal interpretation. In
the meantime, the lower courts of the circuit must apply — and the
citizens of the circuit must conform their behavior to — an
interpretation of the law that almost all of the circuit’s active judges
believe is incorrect.
The amendment to Rule 35(a) is not meant to alter or affect
the quorum requirement of 28 U.S.C. § 46(d). In particular, the
amendment is not intended to foreclose the possibility that § 46(d)
might be read to require that more than half of all circuit judges in
regular active service be eligible to participate in order for the court
to hear or rehear a case en banc.
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3. Changes Made After Publication and Comments
No changes were made to the text of the proposed
amendment. The Committee Note was modified in three respects.
First, the Note was changed to put more emphasis on the fact that the
case majority rule is the best interpretation of § 46(c). Second, the
Note now clarifies that nothing in the proposed amendment is
intended to foreclose courts from interpreting 28 U.S.C. § 46(d) to
provide that a case cannot be heard or reheard en banc unless a
majority of all judges in regular active service — disqualified or not
— are eligible to participate. Finally, a couple of arguments made by
supporters of the amendment to Rule 35(a) were incorporated into the
Note.
4. Summary of Public Comments
David J. Weimer, Esq. (03-AP-005) supports the proposed
amendment.
The Public Citizen Litigation Group (03-AP-008)
“strongly” supports the proposed amendment.
Chief Judge Michael Boudin of the First Circuit (03-AP009; 03-AP-192) reports that his court has abandoned the absolute
majority approach in favor of the qualified case majority approach.
He also reports that the First Circuit supports the proposed
amendment to Rule 35(a), with one important proviso. Judge Boudin
draws the attention of the Committee to 28 U.S.C. § 46(d), which
provides: “A majority of the number of judges authorized to
constitute a court or panel thereof, as provided in paragraph (c), shall
constitute a quorum.” In Judge Boudin’s view, this provision
requires the “qualification” in the “qualified case majority rule” —
that is, the qualification that a case cannot be heard or reheard en
banc unless a majority of all judges in regular active service are
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eligible to participate. Judge Boudin believes that the omission of an
explicit quorum requirement in the proposed amendment to Rule
35(a) “is not a problem so long as the committee notes . . . make clear
that the unqualified rule you propose is not intended to override any
existing quorum requirement embodied in section 46(d) or — if I
have misread that section — any quorum requirement that a court of
appeals might reasonably adopt.”
Judge J. Harvie Wilkinson III of the Fourth Circuit (03-AP012) opposes the proposed amendment. He is “not certain why a
difference in circuit practice needs to be replaced by a uniform
command,” especially as “[t]his is not the type of rule that affects
filing deadlines or to which practitioners need to conform their
conduct.” He is also concerned that, under the proposed amendment,
“the en banc court could be convened by less than a majority of the
active judges, and that a disposition could issue from a majority of
the reduced court” — something that he believes would “undermine
the purpose of an institutional voice for which the en banc court was
designed.” Finally, he is also concerned that the proposed
amendment would result in an increase in the number of en banc
proceedings, consuming much-needed resources and possibly
aggravating internal tensions within courts.
Chief Judge William W. Wilkins of the Fourth Circuit (03AP-013) opposes the proposed amendment for the reasons given by
Judge Wilkinson.
Philip Allen Lacovara, Esq. (03-AP-016) supports the
proposed amendment: “The Advisory Committee’s proposal for a
single, national approach is sound. It represents a reasonable
interpretation of the governing statute, 28 U.S.C. § 46(c). By analogy
to the ‘Chevron doctrine,’ the Advisory Committee’s interpretation
of the range of permissible options deserves deference.”
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Chief Judge Haldane Robert Mayer of the Federal Circuit
(03-AP-086) reports that the judges on the Federal Circuit — which
currently follows the absolute majority rule — unanimously oppose
the proposed amendment. The courts of appeals should be left to
interpret Rule 35(a) inconsistently. If uniformity is to be imposed, it
should be the absolute majority approach followed by a majority of
the circuits, not the case majority approach followed by a minority.
The case majority approach is deficient in permitting a small number
of judges to issue opinions on behalf of the en banc court; for
example, on a 12-member court with 5 members disqualified, 4
judges could issue en banc opinion binding all 12 judges on the court,
even if 8 of the 12 judges do not agree with it. En banc review is
reserved for cases of exceptional important (or cases involving a
conflict of authority), and such cases should be decided only by an
absolute majority of judges. Finally, although national uniformity
may be important with respect to rules that govern the conduct of the
parties, it is not as important when it comes to the internal procedures
of each court.
The Appellate Courts Committee of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association (03-AP-201) supports the proposed
amendment, as it is “sensible” to “standardize” en banc procedures
and to “exclude from the count those judges who are disqualified.”
Senior Judge S. Jay Plager of the Federal Circuit (03-AP297) agrees with Judge Mayer.
The Committee on Appellate Courts of the State Bar of
California (03-AP-319) “fully supports” the proposed amendment.
Practice on this issue should not vary from circuit to circuit.
Moreover, the absolute majority approach is objectionable because,
under it, “the disqualification of a judge is essentially deemed as a
vote against granting an en banc hearing,” which is “contrary to the
purpose of a judge recusing him/herself.”
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Chief Judge Douglas H. Ginsburg of the D.C. Circuit (03AP-368) reports that a majority of the active judges of the D.C.
Circuit oppose the proposed amendment for the reasons described by
Judge Mayer.
Prof. Arthur D. Hellman of the University of Pittsburgh
School of Law (03-AP-369) strongly supports the proposed
amendment, largely for the reasons given by Judge Edward Carnes
in his Gulf Power Co. opinion. Prof. Hellman writes mainly to
respond to the arguments of Judge Mayer:
Judge Mayer objects that the case majority rule permits a
minority of judges to control the law of the circuit. What Judge
Mayer fails to acknowledge is that the absolute majority approach
does exactly the same thing — and makes such a phenomenon both
more likely and more pernicious. Under the absolute majority
approach, a three-judge panel — perhaps a panel with one senior
judge and one visiting judge in the majority, and one active judge in
dissent — can decide a case in a manner that is acceptable to no
active judge. If 6 of the circuit’s 12 judges are disqualified, there is
nothing that the circuit can do to correct the error.
If the panel’s error is one of creating law, then the circuit may
be able to take another case presenting the same issue en banc in a
few years — that is, if a majority of nondisqualified judges can be
mustered. (The stock holdings of the judges and a lack of turnover
on the court might mean that it will be many years before a majority
of nonrecused judges will be available.) In the meantime, the lower
courts of the circuit are stuck applying bad law, and the citizens of
the circuit are stuck conforming their behavior to bad law.
Importantly, though, the en banc court will never get a chance
to correct the injustice inflicted on the parties in the particular case.
“[T]he absolute majority rule disables the only relevant majority from
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working its will at the only time when it matters.” One function of
the appellate courts is to declare and clarify law, but the more
important function is to do justice in individual cases.
Judge Mayer’s further argument that this issue merely relates
to “the internal procedures of each court” ignores one crucial point:
“By definition, a judge who is recused from participation in a case
should have no influence over that case’s outcome. Yet under the
absolute majority rule, nonparticipation is equivalent to a ‘no’ vote.”
In other words, use of the absolute majority rule is not just a matter
of how paper is pushed inside a circuit; it directly affects the rights
of the parties. “Recused judges . . . have a direct influence over the
outcome of the case,” which violates the very notion of recusal.
Prof. Hellman points out that these concerns led to inclusion
in the Judicial Improvements Act of 2002 of a provision that would
have amended 28 U.S.C. § 46(c) to more clearly impose the case
majority rule. That provision was dropped from the bill (which
eventually became law) because Congress was informed that the
Committee was actively addressing the issue. Prof. Hellman hints
that if the proposed amendment to Rule 35(a) is not enacted,
Congress may very well impose the case majority rule itself.
The Committee on Federal Courts of the State Bar of
California (03-AP-393) supports the proposed amendment, largely
for the reasons described in the Advisory Committee Note. The
Committee believes that fundamental fairness requires that parties be
treated alike under the same statute and rule, no matter the circuit in
which the parties are litigating. The Committee also believes that
recusal of a judge should not result in the equivalent of a vote against
rehearing. Finally, the Committee criticizes the absolute majority
approach because it can leave the en banc court helpless to overturn
a panel decision with which all or almost all of the active judges
disagree.
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Citizens for Voluntary Trade (03-AP-414) supports the
proposed amendment. The argument of the Federal Circuit that each
circuit should be free to choose its own approach has already been
rejected by Congress (which enacted a national statute) and the
Supreme Court (which promulgated a national rule). The specter of
a minority of active judges issuing an en banc opinion for the court
— which can occur under the case majority approach — is not
terribly troubling, given that several circuits have already adopted the
case majority approach and given that every en banc opinion of the
Ninth Circuit is issued by a minority of active judges (sometimes by
less than a quarter of the active judges). More importantly, counting
recused judges in the base violates general principles of
parliamentary law and unfairly prejudices the litigant seeking
rehearing, because it counts each recused judge as the equivalent of
a vote against rehearing.
Chief Judge James B. Loken of the Eighth Circuit (03-AP499) reports that “[t]en of the eleven Eighth Circuit judges who
responded on this question, including all eight active judges, join the
Federal Circuit in opposing the adoption of proposed Rule 35(a).”
Those judges opposed Rule 35(a) because they did not believe that
a national rule is “necessary []or appropriate.” In addition, some
judges opposed Rule 35(a) because the case majority rule makes en
banc rehearings more likely — and such rehearings “require a large
investment of our widely-dispersed judicial resources, a geographical
factor that is doubtless not uniform among the circuits.”
The Style Subcommittee (04-AP-A) makes no suggestions.
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III.

Information Items

At the request of the E-Government Subcommittee, the
Advisory Committee discussed a proposed new Appellate Rule 25.1,
which would, among other things, require parties to redact certain
personal identifiers from court filings and forbid electronic access to
most parts of the record in Social Security Act cases. Proposed Rule
25.1 was based on a template drafted by Prof. Capra, which, in turn,
reflected a great deal of work done by the Committee on Court
Administration and Case Management.
The Advisory Committee expressed a number of concerns about
the approach reflected in proposed Rule 25.1. Those concerns are
described at pages 48 to 49 of the minutes of our April meeting.
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